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Disclaimer
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with the use of this information.
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Stock Analysis
Why invest in stocks?
What are the benefits of investing in stocks?

 Over the long term, stocks have outperformed every
other asset class.
 Only stocks can consistently provide a hedge against
inflation
 A portfolio consisting entire in bonds does not
maximize risk/return tradeoff
 Stocks will help you to achieve your retirement goals
easier and faster

• Over the long term,
stocks have
outperformed other asset
classes.
• If you have invested in
long-term bonds or shortterm bills, they would
have given you much
lower returns.
• In the US, stock returns
averaging 9.5% p.a. are
more than adequate to
handle inflation
averaging 2.9% p.a.
• If you had put your
money in cash, you
would not have been
able to beat inflation.
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Extracted from Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Yearbook 2017
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• This is not just a
phenomenon relating
to the United States.
• Globally we see that
stock returns are
much higher than
bond returns.
• In the long term,
stocks is the only
asset class that can
consistently outpace
inflation.
• In many cases, bond
returns are
insufficient to even
keep pace with
inflation.

Why invest in stocks?

Compiled from data from Credit Suisse Global
Investment Returns Yearbook 2017
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• If you mix and match the different
weightings of stocks and bonds (e.g.
100% stock, 0% bonds all the way to
0% stock, 100 bonds), all the
historical return and risk (as
measured by volatility of earnings)
combinations will fall into the light
green shaded area.
• The dark green line is called the
“efficient frontier”, which means you
can’t have a portfolio that is more
efficient (i.e having with same return
but lower risk or having the same risk
but higher return). In other words, it
is not possible to have a portfolio in
the white space above.
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• Portfolios B, C and D are all
on the efficient frontier. The
investor can pick whether he
wants the lower risk/lower
return Portfolio C or higher
risk/higher return Portfolio B.
• However, Portfolio A is not an
efficient portfolio. Any
investor would choose
Portfolio D over Portfolio A as
it has a higher return for the
same risk.
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Why invest in stocks?
When we do the
analysis for
stocks/bonds
combination, we find
that a portfolio
consisting of 100%
bonds is not efficient.
Investors could do
better allocating 60%
to equities and achieve
higher returns with the
same risk.
Source: forbes.com
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Why invest in stocks?
What are the concerns people have about
investing in stocks?

 Stocks are volatile and investors are afraid to lose
their capital
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While there are stock
market crashes, we
need to put things in
perspective.

• While stocks can be volatile
in the short term, this is no
concern for the long term
investor.
• The chart on the right
shows that in the long
history of the stock market
from 1926 to 2012, it was
rare to find the 10-year
return on stocks negative.
• Two periods stood out. The
first was during the Great
Depression in 1929 and the
second was if you had
bought stocks at the peak of
the dotcom bubble.
• Even in those extreme
situations, 10-year stock
returns hardly went lower
than -5%.
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Source: allfinancialmatters.com
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• If you consider 20 or 30-year holding periods, the risk of losing money in
stocks is reduced even further.
• There has been no period since 1926 that an investor in stocks would have
had negative returns.

Source: allfinancialmatters.com
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Should we consider such a long holding period
when we are deciding whether or not to invest in
stocks?

 Yes. If you are 40 and plan to retire at 65, that would be


25 years. And financial planning experts are
recommending that you continue to invest in stocks
even when you retire so that you don’t run out of cash.
With life expectancy increasing, we no longer need to
have a short-term investment horizon even after we
retire.
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Source: Jeremy Siegel, Author of Stocks for the
Long Run and Future for Investors
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The traditional view
is to wind down
your equity
exposure when you
retire but experts
are now waking up
to the fact that
equity exposure
should be high even
at an older age.

Source: fortune.com
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Source: New York Times
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 Over many different time periods, dividend
stocks have beaten long-term government
bonds in terms of risk-adjusted returns.

 Risk-adjusted returns are derived by dividing
return by risk (measured by the volatility of
returns).
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Source: seekingalpha.com
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Planning for
retirement is an
important
decision. Yet
many people are
not doing it.

Source: time.com
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 Some people put off the decision to plan for
retirement because they think it is too
complicated.

 However, retirement planning is not as complex as
people think.

 The key steps are summarized in the next slide.
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Why invest in stocks?
Now to
retirement: You
lay aside a
portion of your
monthly income
to invest and
this investment
grows
Retirement to
life expectancy:
You draw down
on your assets
to meet living
expenses while
undrawn
investments
continue to
grow

Source: ProThinker Retirement Planning Report
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We assumed these
investment returns
for equities, bonds
and bills (see 1967 to
2016 long term
average returns)

Extracted from Credit Suisse Global Investment
Returns Yearbook 2017
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 Some people would be happy to have just enough
money for their whole life (like what we see in the
previous chart).

 Some want to leave behind an inheritance for their
children.

 Some would end up not having enough money to
last till their death.
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 Whatever our objectives are, retirement planning
boils down to some key decisions:






At what age do you plan to retire and what is your life
expectancy?
How much of your income are you able to lay aside for
savings?
How much money do you need per month after you
retire?
What is your risk profile?
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 For example, the chart in the previous page was
based on a person with the following
characteristics:








Current age: 35
Retirement age: 65
Life expectancy: 90
Savings: About 13% of monthly income
Retirement income: 70% of current income adjusted for
inflation
Risk profile: 90% in stocks, 10% in cash
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 Let’s say we have an investor who has a lower risk
profile. He only wants to have 70% of his current
portfolio in stocks.








Current age: 35
Retirement age: 65
Life expectancy: 90
Savings: About 13% of monthly income
Retirement income: 70% of current income adjusted for
inflation
Risk profile: 70% in stocks, 20% in bonds, 10% in cash
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 Since he has lower weighting in stocks, the

expected long-term returns of his portfolio will be
lower and he will not have enough money to last
till life expectancy date.

This investor finishes using up
his money by age 85 and he
goes into negative position from
85 years onwards (i.e. he runs
out of money).

Source: ProThinker Retirement Planning Report
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Why invest in stocks?
If he wants to continue with his choice of a 70% weighting for stocks, he
will need to increase the amount of savings every month to put into
investments.
Source: ProThinker Retirement Planning Report

tradeoff
If he invests only 70% in stocks, the turning
point is between 10% to 20% (red and green
cell) and he needs to invest 15.3% of his
monthly salary. This table allows you to see
the tradeoff between investing more
aggressively or savings more.
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 Now we revise the retirement table for this

investor and the new chart is in the next slide.








Current age: 35
Retirement age: 65
Life expectancy: 90
Savings: 15.3% of monthly income
Retirement income: 70% of current income adjusted for
inflation
Risk profile: Aggressive – 70% in stocks, 20% in bonds,
10% in cash
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Source: ProThinker Retirement Planning Report
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If you want us to generate a free Retirement Planning
Report for you, fill in this form:
https://goo.gl/forms/UiG2fRIluY0eqhdE3
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 Now that you have determined how much to
invest, the next question is how to invest.






How to invest so that your returns are higher than the
expected figures in the retirement table, which are
based on global long-term averages. We will show
through the course that this is accomplished through
adoption of proven investment strategies.
How to invest so that your portfolio is optimized and your
risks are lower?
How to invest using the income strategy after retirement?
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Is it worth doing?

 Efficient Market Hypothesis is an investment


theory that states that it is impossible to
outperform the market because stock market
efficiency causes stock prices to always reflect all
available information.
Efficient Market Hypothesis is explained in a
well-known book called Random Walk Down Wall
Street by Burton Malkiel.
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Is it worth doing?

 The theory says that there are no such thing as
underpriced or overpriced securities. The
market correctly prices every security.

 For example, internet start-up with $30 million
revenue and $50 million losses but have large
market cap of $1 billion is correctly priced.

 Don’t worry. Just buy because the market can’t
be wrong.
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Is it worth doing?

 Because stock prices already reflect all

information, it will only move when new
information is available. Since new information
cannot be predicted, stock prices are therefore
random.

 In the book he theorized that a blindfolded

monkey throwing darts at a newspaper’s
financial pages could select a portfolio that
would do just as well as one carefully selected by
experts.
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 Wall Street Journal started a



series of 100 experiments
to test Malkiel’s theory.
Staff took the role of
monkeys to throw darts to
see if they can pick stocks
better than investment
professionals.
Pros won 61 out of the 100
contests, better than the
50% expected in an
efficient market.
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 The fact that there are investors out there who
outperformed the market for many years is
proof that the efficient market hypothesis
cannot be true in its extreme form.

 Successful investors like Warren Buffett do not
believe that markets are efficient.

 “I’m convinced that there is much inefficiency in
the market.” Warren Buffett
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Chart showing the many
investors who have
outperformed the market –
by how much and for how
many years

Source: Excess Returns: A comparative study of
the methods of the world’s greatest investors by
Frederik Vanhaverbeke
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 Despite the fact that there are many investors who




have outperformed the market, it is a known fact
that the majority of active managers are not even
matching the performance of their benchmark.
If the market is inefficient enough to allow active
management to work, why aren’t more active
managers outperforming the benchmark?
Reasons often cited include the fact that returns are
eroded away with fund expenses (e.g. salaries of
fund managers) and trading costs.
A new study on this throws to light other factors
usually neglected when explaining active
managers’ poor performance.
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 The study* found that 90% of active equity fund
managers are in fact superior stock pickers.
However, the performance succumbed due to
three main reasons:

 1. Asset bloat – The study found that fund

performance declines when fund size grew. This
is because as fund size gets bigger, the
manager is forced to move beyond his best
stock ideas to less ideal ones.

* Why Most Equity Mutual Funds Underperform and How to Identify Those that Outperform
by C. Thomas Howard, PhD
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 2. Closet indexing – The study found that
fund performance declines the more the
manager sticks closely to the index.

 3. Conviction – The holding of many “low

conviction” stocks which only account for a
small proportion of the portfolio drags down
returns while the “high conviction” stock
which are heavily held outperform.
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Is it worth doing?

 The study tells us that it is possible for active

management to outperform the benchmark.
However, we should not think of this as a simple task
as the pros have access to much more information
than the average retail investor and have a
disciplined investment process.

 “If investing is entertaining, if you are having fun,
you’re probably not making any money. Good
investing is boring.” George Soros
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Is it worth doing?

 The study also highlights the importance of having

“high conviction” bets e.g. our best 20 stocks. We are
better off if we do our due diligence and then pick our
best stocks than buy a wide basket of stocks some of
which will not do well and drag down our portfolio
returns.

This does not mean putting all your money
in one stock. However, for most retail
investors, it makes little sense to go beyond
20 stocks.
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 We must also avoid closet indexing if we want to beat
the index. How can we beat the index if we follow it
closely or buy an index fund?

 The S&P 500 Index comprises about 500 listed

companies in the US. Yet there are more than 4,000
listed companies in the US which means buying the
S&P 500 index passive fund immediately excludes the
possibility of investing in the other 4,000 stocks, many
of which may outperform the index.
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 Furthermore, an index fund must own exactly the

same stocks in the same proportion as the index. This
means that even when a sector is overvalued (e.g.
technology stocks during the dot.com bubble), the
index fund must still hold a high percentage of the
sector (which at that time was a whooping 35%).

 Likewise, it must own the same stocks the index has.

Since the S&P 500 Composite Index contained
Lehman Brothers, a passive fund following that index
must own the stock, no matter how negative the
outlook for the stock has become.
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 In summary, we saw that while the market is efficient
enough to make beating it difficult, it is not
impossible.

 To do better than the index, we cannot own an index

fund. We need to take the time to find about 20 good
stocks to own.

 Having 20 stocks keep us from having too

concentrated a portfolio, yet not having too many
stocks that dilute the returns of our best picks.
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 Numerous research have shown that shortterm stock price movements are hard to
predict.

 For example in 1966, Eugene Fama showed*

that the predictability of short-term price
movements (i.e. up to 1 month) is so low that
one cannot profit from trying to predict them.

* Fama, E.F. and M.E. Blume (1966), “Filter rules and stock market trading,” Journal of Business
39:II, 226-241
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 On the other hand, research has shown that in the
medium to long term (i.e. 1 to 20 years), it is
possible to predict the market.

 In fact, Robert Shiller won a Nobel Prize for

showing that stock returns, while not predictable
in the short term, is predictable in the long term.

 Other studies have also confirmed this. For

example, a study was done to test out whether
Price Earnings Ratio (PE) can predict the stock
market’s future returns.

Stock Analysis
What to analyze?

Results show that whether you are studying 1, 5 or 20-year periods,
PE alone can predict the stock market returns. (Later in the course
we will show how using multiple factor improves prediction power
even further.)
In all three graphs, a definite inverse relationship can be seen that
buying at lower PE will result in higher future stock returns.
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 Therefore, in our stock analysis, the emphasis

should be on medium to long-term (i.e. at least
one to two years) rather than trying to predict
short-term fluctuations in price.

In the long run, the
stock market
determines what it is
worth by weighing the
fundamentals. However,
in the short run,
whether it goes up or
down depends on
whether there are more
people believing it will
go up or down. That
has to do with market
sentiments.
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While it is possible to predict stock fundamentals
to a certain degree, it is impossible to predict
market sentiments.

Quote by Sir Isaac Newton
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 Since it is impossible to predict short-term

price movements, investors who are patient
and willing to wait for their stock picks to show
results are those that will be rewarded.
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What to analyze?

Stock Analysis
What to analyze?
Looking at this chart
draws an obvious
conclusion. Sales of
Amazon is a strong
driver of the stock price.
By looking at whether
the stock is under or
overvalued vs. its sales
and estimating what
sales are going to be in
future, one could have a
good sense of where
the stock price is
heading.

Source: ProThinker Stock Report
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Imagine if you were to
try to estimate what
Amazon’s stock price
would be in the next two
years by considering its
price history alone,
without looking at
fundamentals.
You would be looking at
a chart like this. You
won’t know what drove
the stock price in the
past and don’t know
what will drive it in the
future.
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What to analyze?

 Therefore, one must not ignore stock fundamentals –



earnings, sales, cash flow, book value, dividends, etc. –
when analyzing the stock.
The Efficient Market Hypothesis tells you that you
don’t need to do so because every stock is already
correctly priced because the market is efficient.
See what Warren Buffett has to say about this in the
next slide.

Stock Analysis
What to analyze?

Stock Analysis
What to analyze?

 We can’t look at price alone to determine whether
something is expensive or not.
 If someone were to ask you whether a $50 shirt is


expensive without showing you the shirt, how
would you answer him?
If this shirt used to cost $200 and is now selling at
$50, you would say it is cheap. But if the shirt turns
out to be of poor quality you would say it is
expensive even to pay $50 for it.

Stock Analysis
What to analyze?
• If we only look at price, we won’t be able to tell the difference between
Amazon’s stock being expensive in 2002 (red arrow), causing it to
come down, and being cheap in 2008 (green arrow), causing it to go
up. They are trading at about the same level.
Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Stock Analysis
What to analyze?

Never consider
price alone without
considering value.
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To diversify or not to diversify?

 The more stocks you add to a portfolio, the
lower the portfolio risk.

 You can add up to 30 stocks before the
benefits of diversification reduces
substantially.

Stock Analysis
To diversify or not to diversify?

 Which portfolio do you prefer – Portfolio A or
Portfolio B?

Investors are riskaverse. For the same
return, investors
prefer to choose an
investment with lower
volatility.
Volatility = Risk
because prices have
the potential to go up
and down.
Therefore, most
investors will prefer
Portfolio A.

Stock Analysis

Non-diversifiable
Risks

As you increase the
number of stocks,
Volatility of the
portfolio declines.

Diversifiable Risks

To diversify or not to diversify?

Stock Analysis
To diversify or not to diversify?

 Why does the volatility of your portfolio decrease

as you add more stocks into it? It is because stocks
don’t move up and down in perfect unison and the
difference in these movements cancel itself out.

 Classic example is that of two companies selling
umbrellas and ice-cream.

 During rainy days, customers will buy umbrellas.
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To diversify or not to diversify?

 During sunny days, customers will buy icecream.

 If your portfolio consists of only one stock – the
ice cream or umbrella company - your
performance will be volatile.

 If your portfolio consists of 50% in each of the
companies, your performance will be very
stable.

Stock Analysis
To diversify or not to diversify?
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To diversify or not to diversify?

 In finance, we have the saying “No free lunch”
meaning that if we want higher return, we
need to take higher risks. However, this refers
to a diversified or optimized portfolio.
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To diversify or not to diversify?

 If your portfolio is not yet diversified, you are

able to reduce risks without reducing returns.

 For example, Stock A has 20% return, Stock B
has 20% return, Stock C has 20% return.

 When you add all three stocks into the

portfolio, the volatility of the portfolio
decreases because some of the price
movements cancel each other out but the
return is still 20%, no change.

Stock Analysis
To diversify or not to diversify?

 What are diversifiable risks?
 These are risks that are different for different

companies, thereby causing prices of different
stocks to move differently. They include:

 Quality of management
 Success of product
 Production problems
 Bad debt problems

Stock Analysis
To diversify or not to diversify?

 In addition to company risks, there are also
risks related to stock analysis

 Creative accounting
 Poor corporate governance

 No matter how thorough you analyze, your
analysis is only as good as what has been
revealed to you.

What if you only
own one stock
and it is Enron?

Stock Analysis
To diversify or not to diversify?

 However, there are people who believe in the idea of a
concentrated portfolio and invest in too few stocks.
They only want to invest in the best picks with the
highest returns. However, this puts our investments in
great risks.

 No matter how good our research is, there are always

stocks that can catch us by surprise and we don’t want
to let that happen.

Stock Analysis
To diversify or not to diversify?

Source: Business Insider

Stock Analysis
To diversify or not to diversify?




If you hold several stocks but they all come from the same
sector, you too are taking unnecessary risks. These are
examples of risks that would affect the whole sector:






Property prices affect property sector
Oil prices affect oil sector
Commodity prices affect commodities sector
Weather conditions affect airline stocks

Holding all your stocks in one country also increases your
country risks significantly. Risks specific to country include
political risks, natural catastrophes, etc

Stock Analysis
To diversify or not to diversify?

 In order to enjoy diversification benefits and risk

reduction, you need to invest in about 20 stocks across
different markets and sectors.

 Even if you are unable to manage a 20-stock portfolio,
by moving from 1 to 10 stocks, you are already
substantially reducing your risks. (See the earlier
chart on diversifiable risks).

Stock Analysis
To diversify or not to diversify?

 Combining stocks, sectors and markets that are

less correlated to each other gives you more
potential to reduce the volatility and risk of your
portfolio.

 If you combine two investment assets – X and Y – your
ability to reduce the volatility of your portfolio
depends on how well X is correlated to Y.

Stock Analysis
To diversify or not to diversify?

In reality, it would be impossible to find
assets that have zero or negative
correlation (unless hedging is intended,
which would take away returns).
Therefore, what we want to achieve is to
move from A to B. By doing so, we can
achieve the same expected return but with
lesser risk.

Stock Analysis
To diversify or not to diversify?

 A stock is more highly correlated to other

stocks in the same sector and market than to
those in other sectors and markets.

 Adding stocks in other sectors and markets is
the way to reduce portfolio risk.

Stock Analysis
To diversify or not to diversify?
This table shows
the correlation of a
stock market with
another.
Taking the first
column, the US
investor would be
able to achieve
diversification most
if he invests in
markets that are
less correlated to
the US (i.e. smaller
correlation number)
Source: www.investmentfrontier.com

Stock Analysis
To diversify or not to diversify?
This table shows the
correlation of a sector
in the US market with
another sector in the
same market.
By comparing with the
previous table, you
could see that the
correlation is higher,
which means there is
less diversification
benefits going across
sectors than going
across markets.

Source: bespokeinvest.squarespace.com
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To diversify or not to diversify?


Adding stocks from different market and sectors into your
portfolio can help you to reduce diversifiable risks but not
non-diversifiable risks.



Non-diversifiable risks are risks that affect all stocks in
general and therefore cannot be diversified away.



Examples include:





Large-scale war (which will affect global stock markets)
Global recession
Major natural catastrophe

Stock Analysis
To diversify or not to diversify?

 The only way to avoid non-diversifiable risk is to
stay away from the market totally.
 Invest in “risk-free” instruments such as
government bonds, fixed deposits, etc.
 After a portfolio has been optimized to diversify
away the diversifiable risks, your returns will
commensurate with the risk you are taking.
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Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 Buying a stock because it is 50 cents and not
50 dollars is NOT value investing.

 By itself the share price is almost meaningless.
 You need to compare the stock price to some
other factor, such as the company’s earnings,
sales, book value, dividend etc.

 In other words, you need to look at the Price to
Earnings, Price to Sales, Price to Book Value,
Dividend Yield, etc.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 On what basis is a stock considered cheap?
 When it falls below its long-term normal



valuation (e.g. current PE at discount to
normal PE)
When it is cheap compared to other stocks in
the same market or sector.
When the stock should be trading at higher
valuation today due to its improved
fundamentals. E.g. growth prospects have
improved so stock deserves a higher PE.

Every stock has an intrinsic
or fair value e.g. We could
say the stock has a fair
value of 12 x Earnings per
Share (EPS) because its
long-term normal PE is
12x.
Since EPS changes over
the years, intrinsic value
changes even when a
constant PE of 12 times is
applied.
Due to wide swings in
investor sentiments, the
stock price may rise above
its fair value or fall below it.
This provides opportunity
for investors to take profit
or buy at discounts.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 Margin of Safety

 This means that you don’t buy a stock

simply because it is below its intrinsic
value, you want to put a margin of
safety and buy when it is way below its
intrinsic value.

Stock Analysis





Looking for value stocks
Should you use forward valuation?



Instead of dividing the price by its earnings, cash flows, etc.
in the last 12 months, forward valuation method divides by
its estimated earnings, cash flow, etc. in the next 12 months

Dangers of using forward valuation




These projections may not materialize.
You end up with an illusion that a growth stock is also a
value stock. For example, a stock is trading at 20x PE based
on its last 12 months earnings, which is not cheap. However,
analysts are expecting the earnings of this stock to double.
Forward PE becomes 10x, giving the impression that the
growth stock is also at a low valuation. But this valuation is
only valid if actual growth comes in at what the analysts
estimate. If not, the low PE of 10x is only an illusion.
Therefore, it is safer to use current valuations based on last 12
months actual numbers.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 The essence of value investing is in finding
stocks that are trading below its intrinsic
value.

 However, there isn’t just one way to determine
what this intrinsic value is.

Price to
Earnings

Price to
Sales

Intrinsic
Value

Price to
Book

Price to
Cash
Flow

Dividend
Yield

Stock Analysis
 A. Earnings

Looking for value stocks

The most common form of valuing a company.
 You want to determine over a long period (say 20 years)
what the normal PE of the stock is. If the stock is trading at
below this PE, you might conclude that the stock is
undervalued.
 It is important to go for a period of at least 20 years as this
period would cover the dot.com bubble period in 2000 and
the global financial crisis period in 2009.
 Covering a shorter period (say 10 years) would understate
normal PE because you are only examining “average” and
“depressed” periods.


Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks


When looking at earnings, look only at Net Profit
after Tax excluding extra-ordinary items.



Extra-ordinary items are items that are nonoperating and non-recurring in nature and would
include things like:


Losses arising out of a natural catastrophe e.g.
earthquake



Gain on sale of office building (if the company is not a
property company)



Losses arising out of discontinued operations

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks
Have a large number of points from which you derive your
normal PE. If you go back 20 years, use monthly data (giving
you 240 data points) rather than yearly data (giving you 20
data points only).
 Monthly data capture much price volatility that would not be
captured if you use only yearly data. E.g. dotcom bubble
reaches its peak in March 2000. If you only use year end data
you would have missed these important price landmarks.
 It is also important for you to “normalize” the data so that
they are not affected by PE of say 1,000 times when a
company’s earnings are temporarily depressed or just
turning from negative to positive. You could normalize PE by
giving them a max value e.g. 50 times.


Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks


This chart is an example of a PE Band for Apple Inc. When the
stock price touches at the three bands, it is trading at the valuation
indicated by the legend.

Warren Buffett
first buys into
Apple stock

Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks
If you don’t buy stocks
at high PE, your
chances of getting a
good return is much
higher.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 The idea is that if you don’t pay too much,
there’s less chance you will lose money.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 Buying a stock cheap means that there is more
potential for price appreciation.

As stock PE moves from being
overly cheap at 4x to 10x, price
goes up even though earnings are
constant.

Value Strategy
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Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 Price to Earnings ratio can be used to pick
outperforming stocks.

 For this study, current year estimated EPS is
used to calculate PE.

 The top quintile (i.e. 20% of stocks with lowest
PE) outperformed the market while the lowest
quintile (i.e. 20% of stocks with highest PE)
underperformed.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

Source: Quantitative Strategies for Achieving Alpha by Richard Tortoriello

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 The outperformance of low PE stocks is consistent in almost
every period except for the time of dot.com bubble.

 This period has been described as an irrational period.

Source: Quantitative Strategies for Achieving Alpha by Richard Tortoriello

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 Clearly, sustained low inflation implies less

uncertainty about the future, and lower risk premiums
imply higher prices of stocks and other earning
assets. We can see that in the inverse relationship
exhibited by price/earnings ratios and the rate of
inflation in the past. But how do we know when
irrational exuberance has unduly escalated asset
values…?

 Alan Greenspan made this statement in 1996 and this
was followed by immediate slumps in stock markets
worldwide.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 The phrase was picked up by Yale professor Robert

Shiller, who used it as the title of his book, Irrational
Exuberance, in 2000.

 Published at the height of the dot-com boom, it put

forth several arguments demonstrating how the stock
markets were overvalued at the time.

 Shiller was soon proven right when the Nasdaq

peaked on the same month of the book's publication,
and the stock markets collapsed right after.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 There is an added benefit in investing in value
stocks that come from earnings surprise.

 Earnings surprise happens when the company
announces results that are above analysts’
expectation. The reverse of earnings surprise
is called earnings disappointment.

 Earnings surprise has a powerful effect on

stock price as can be seen from the next table.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 The left column in green shows that stocks that
enjoy positive earnings surprise also has high
stock price appreciation.

 The two right columns in red shows that

companies that register negative earnings
surprises also register drops in their share
price.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

Source: Quantitative Strategies for
Achieving Alpha by Richard Tortoriello

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks




It is more likely for value stocks to have positive earnings
surprise than growth stocks because investor expectations for
value stocks are so low.
If the company’s earnings surprise on the upside for value stocks,
there is potential for huge gain which comes from both the
upward earnings revision and PE rerating.
Rerating happens because investors feel that a company with
higher growth should not command such a low valuation.

Positive Earnings Surprise of 20%, rerating 20%
PE
EPS
Price
5 $
1.00 $
5.00
6 $
1.20 $
7.20

Increase
44%

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks


While earnings is the most common method to
value a company, there are limitations to using this
approach.

 Earnings may be manipulated by accounting
methods.

 Earnings are very volatile (extremely low or
negative earnings result in meaningless PE)

 Earnings quality may be low e.g. earnings are high
but they don’t bring in cash into the company

Stock Analysis

 B. Sales

Looking for value stocks

 Kenneth Fisher introduced Price to Sales as a valuation
metric in his book Super Stocks in 1984.

 Using Price to Sales has certain advantages.
 It is usable with companies that temporarily have no
earnings (cyclical companies during an economic
downturn, new technology startups, companies
spending a lot on R&D, etc.)

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 It is a more stable ratio since sales fluctuate less than




earnings. Fisher found that even the earnings of good
companies can fluctuate greatly from year to year.
The decision to replace equipment in one year rather
than in another, the use of money for new research that
will help the company reap profits later on, and
changes in accounting methods can all mean one
quarter of profits is followed by another quarter of
losses.
All that can happen without regard for what is truly
important in the long term – how well or poorly the
company’s underlying business was performing.

Stock Analysis





Looking for value stocks
Even Wall Street favorites can encounter what Fisher calls
“glitches” in their profits and when they do, investors will
penalize them heavily.
The sales of the company may not have changed much,
therefore Price to Sales ratio becomes very low.
If you believe this is a temporary glitch, you could buy the
stock when its earnings and prices are down and wait for
prices to recover when the company remedies the
problem.
However, you need to be careful as sales decline may be an
indication of a deterioration in the underlying earnings
potential of the company, which means the a price drop is
justified.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 Using Price to Sales ratio also filters off companies

who artificially inflate earnings through short-term
measures e.g. deferring expenses, which causes
earnings to rise and PE to look cheap. Such companies
will not look cheap on Price to Sales as sales may not
have changed much.

 When earnings are temporarily depressed or even

negative, you can’t use PE to identify the companies,
hence Price to Sales Ratio.

 While Price to Sales strategy has its advantages, it has

its limitations too. Sales without profits is meaningless.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

Source: The Straits Times

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 Another benefit of using Price to Sales ratio is that if a
company is trading at low Price to Sales, it is usually
because the company’s profit margins are low.
Therefore, any improvement in profit margins can
produce a big gain in earnings, which will in turn
drive up the stock price.

 Companies with high Price to Sales ratio do not enjoy
this leverage.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks


This chart is an example of a Price to Sales Band for Apple Inc.
When the stock price touches at the three bands, it is trading at
the valuation indicated by the legend.

Notice that it displays
nicely the valuation
even for periods when
Apple had losses (as
compared to PE band
chart)

Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 While buying low PE stocks can help you to




generate good investment performance, even
better performance was achieved using
Price/Sales ratio instead of Price/Earnings
ratio according to a study by What works on
Wall Street.
Low PSR stocks beat the market by an average
of 4.5% a year in the period between 1951 and
2003.
Low PSR stocks beat the market in 35 of 52
years tested i.e. 67%.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 Possible reasons why low PSR strategy could
be better than low PE strategy.

 Earnings may be temporarily depressed

leading to high or negative PE, which you
won’t be able to detect with low PE strategy.

 Earnings may be so volatile that you are

unable to detect any trends and determine
the historical normal PE.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks



C. Cash flow




Either operating cash flow is used or free cash flows.

Price to cash flow compares price of stock to cash flows
generated by company.
Operating cash flow is calculated from Net Profit after Tax
but excluding extra-ordinary items (known as Operating
Profit).

 This operating profit is then adjusted for items that
affect cash flow.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 In other words, just because a company is



profitable does not mean that it is generating cash
flow.
For example, you may sell something on credit
and report the sales price minus cost as your
profit. But there is no cash inflow until the
customer pays you.
Another example would be a company generating
profit and cash flow from a sale but this cash is
then used to buy more inventory resulting in no
new cash inflow.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 Some investors prefer to focus on operating cash

flows rather than profits as cash flows are real and
harder to manipulate as compared to earnings.

 Cash is also the lifeline of the business i.e. you

may have huge profits but if you can’t collect cash
from your customers, your company will still go
bankrupt.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks


This chart is an example of a Price to Cash Flow Band for Apple
Inc. When the stock price touches at the three bands, it is trading
at the valuation indicated by the legend.

Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 Free cash flows looks at operating cash flows less
the amount of money the company spends on
capital expenditure.

 These are the investments required to maintain
and expand plant and equipment.

 No point generating huge cash from your business
only to have to constantly invest in capital to keep
up.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

Source: Seeking Alpha

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks
Investors are not
willing to pay high PE
for industries that have
huge capital
requirements.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 Price to free cash flow is a good way to pick
outperforming stocks.

 The latest historical free cash flow per share is
used to compute Price/Free Cash Flow ratio.

 The top two quintiles (i.e. 40% of stocks with

lowest PCF) outperformed the market while
the lowest two quintiles (i.e. 40% of stocks with
highest PCF) underperformed.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

Source: Quantitative Strategies for Achieving Alpha by Richard Tortoriello

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 D. Assets
 Besides relying on earnings, sales or cash



flows to value a company, another way to value
a company is by its assets.
A common way to value a company using its
assets is by looking at its net assets (i.e. assets
less liabilities), also commonly called its book
value.
It is better to exclude intangible assets (e.g.
goodwill) when calculating assets as these are
usually not valuable when a company is
liquidated or sold.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 Assets tell you nothing about the profitability of

the company. Price to Book Value ratio only tells
you that assets are cheap but that doesn’t mean
the company can earn a good return on those
assets.

 Indeed there are huge assets that may never

generate any return e.g. high expenditure on R&D
capitalized on balance sheet, patent portfolio,
large but obsolete/inefficient factories.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 Book value is subject to factors that can cause it to
deviate significantly from the “true” value of the
assets.

 Historical price accounting
 Lack of reference to market price

 Despite these shortcomings of the Book Value, it is
a commonly used valuation method and can be
effectively used among other valuation methods
such as Price to Earnings, Price to Sales, etc.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks


This chart is an example of a Price to Book ratio Band for Apple
Inc. When the stock price touches at the three bands, it is trading
at the valuation indicated by the legend.

Notice that it displays
nicely the valuation
even for periods when
Apple had losses (as
compared to PE band
chart)

Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 Low Price to Book ratio stocks (also called high Book

to Market stocks) have been shown to outperform the
market.

Extracted from Credit Suisse Global
Investment Returns Yearbook 2017

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks



E. Dividends



Income Strategy. However, dividend study is important
not only because it provides regular income to
investors, it is important also because dividends in
themselves can be a method to value stocks.
Just as a low PER stock is less likely to see a drop in
price, which will cause PER to go even lower, a high
Div Yield stock is also less likely to see a drop in price,
which will cause the Yield to go even higher and be
attractive to even more people seeking dividend
income.

 We will talk more about dividends under the study on

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks


This chart is an example of a Dividend Yield Band for Apple Inc.
When the stock price touches at the three bands, it is trading at
the valuation indicated by the legend.

There are periods
(from 1997 to 2010)
when Apple did not
pay any dividends.

Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Stock Analysis
Learning from the gurus
One thing we can
learn from Benjamin
Graham is that he
does not rely on one
indicator to tell him
whether a stock is
cheap or expensive.
His list of criteria on
the right tells us he
uses a variety of
indicators to value
stocks – earnings,
dividends, asset book
value.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks
• When you combine all the
valuation indicator into a
composite valuation indicator, it
can explain more of the stock
price movement than any single
indicator.
• This composite valuation
indicator could explain x% of the
stock price movement in the last
20 years compared to:
• Price to Earnings
• Price to Sales
• Price to Cash Flow
• Price to Book
• Dividend Yield

 Show composite

valuation indicator
band

Stock Analysis
Learning from the gurus
Ken Fisher’s Investment Philosophy
• Identifying information not widely known or
interpreting widely-known information differently and
correctly as compared to other market participants.
• In this age of the Internet, it is difficult to find
important information that are not widely known.
Much of this information is “insider” information,
which is illegal to act upon.
• Our best bet comes from superior analysis of
available information.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks
• The composite valuation indicator gives you the
intrinsic or fair value of the stock. Whenever we
invest in a company, we should ensure that we are
buying below its intrinsic value so that we can get
absolute returns.
• It is no point buying stocks that are only cheaper
than the market because if the market is overvalued
and subsequently corrects, you will not be able to
get positive absolute returns even though the stock
outperformed the market.

Stock Analysis
Learning from the gurus
• David Einhorn is the President of Greenlight Capital.
He believes in investing based on intrinsic value in
order to achieve absolute returns despite of market
conditions.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks
• We can never expect a model to explain 100% of
stock price movement because stock prices move
not only on fundamentals but also on sentiments,
which cannot be captured by the index.
• It is good that stock prices move outside of what is
explained by fundamentals because that would give
investors the opportunity to buy at a discount and
take profit when stock is overbought.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 With so many investors looking for bargains,

how is it still possible for a stock to be trading
at below its intrinsic value?

 It is possible because stock prices are partly
driven by investor sentiments.

 Therefore, it is possible for a stock to be so out
of favour or neglected that it is trading below
its intrinsic value.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 Is it possible to find a value stock if the market
is toppish?

 Still possible but have to dig much deeper.
Value stocks are much fewer in a late bull
market.

 “There is always a bull market somewhere.”
Jim Cramer

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 Is the outperformance of value strategy due to
investor taking higher risks?

 Results seem to show that low PE stocks do not
have higher risks in terms of stock price
volatility or beta (i.e. its volatility as compared
to the market).

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks
Low PE stocks are
less volatile than the
rest of the market.

Source: Investment Fables

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks
Low PE stocks have
beta < 1 (i.e. they are
less volatile than the
market).

Source: Investment Fables

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 While the risks of low PE stocks are not higher
in terms of stock price volatility and beta, the
risks that the market is discounting (and
therefore attributing lower prices to the
stocks) is that of lower earnings prospects.

 Lower earnings prospects could mean that the
company may no longer be viable and
therefore go out of business.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks
Analysts have much
lower earnings
growth expectations
for low PE stocks.

Source: Investment Fables

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks
Many low Price to
Book ratio stocks have
lost money leading to
negative ROE.

Source: Investment Fables. Data from Value Line

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks
Low Price to Book
High Price to Book

Source: Investment Fables

Not only is the ROE low or even negative for low
Price to Book ratio stocks, they also have higher
leverage (i.e. borrowings) and lower expected
growth rates.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks
If you invest in low Price
to Book ratio stocks you
would end up with a
sector bias in your
portfolio towards utility
companies, REIT, etc.
Notice that sectors like
biotech, education and
IT have many intangible
assets not captured by
book value, therefore
trading at high PB ratios.
Source: Investment Fables.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 Although value strategy has been proven to

outperform the market over the long term,
research has found that the performance of value
stocks is widely skewed, with a few big winners
and plenty of losers.

 There are different methods we can use to
improve on the value strategy:





Value with Financial Strength
Value with Growth
Value with Price Momentum

Improving on the Value Strategy – Combine
with Financial Strength

 1. Concentrate on larger stocks as:


Large companies with large resources are less likely to
go bankrupt than smaller companies

 2. Avoid companies with high credit risk


Investment bank Morgan Stanley did a research and
found out that when buying undervalued companies, in
economic downturns returns are very dependent on the
balance sheet strength of the company.

Improving on the Value Strategy – Combine
with Financial Strength

 This makes intuitive sense since companies with

weak balance sheets tend to go bankrupt during
economic downturns and this could wipe away the
superior returns of the value strategy.

 Here are some ratios you can use to screen off
companies that have poor financial condition.

Improving on the Value Strategy – Combine
with Financial Strength

 In 1968, Edward Altman, Professor of Finance at
New York University, came up with a formula to
determine if companies are financially sound.

 This is now known as the Altman Z-score.

Improving on the Value Strategy – Combine
with Financial Strength

 The Z-score has been proven to be effective in
predicting corporate bankruptcy.

 In tests that cover a period of more than 30

years, the model was found to be 80% to 90%
accurate in predicting corporate bankruptcy
one year before the event.

Improving on the Value Strategy – Combine
with Financial Strength
 The Z-score is a combination of five business
ratios that are shown to predict bankruptcy.
The five ratios are weighted in the formula
based on their predictive ability of a
bankruptcy.

 Z-score = 1.2A + 1.4B + 3.3C + 0.6D + 1.0E
 This formula is derived from multiple
regression analysis, a branch of statistics.

Improving on the Value Strategy – Combine
with Financial Strength

 A = Working Capital / Total Assets

Working capital is current assets minus current
liabilities. Ratio A measures liquid assets in relation to
the size of the company. A company can go into
financial difficulties if it does not have enough
liquidity as liquid assets are required to pay bills.

 B = Retained Earnings / Total Assets
Measures long-term profitability in relation to the size
of the company. A profitable company usually has high
retained earnings.

Improving on the Value Strategy – Combine
with Financial Strength

 C = Earnings Before Interest and Tax / Total Assets

Measures management’s ability to generate earnings
in relation to the size of the company. Interest and tax
are not taken into consideration because they are
beyond the manager’s control.

 D = Market Value of Equity / Book Value of Total
Liabilities

Measures the degree of borrowings/leverage. The
lower the ratio, the greater the leverage.

Improving on the Value Strategy – Combine
with Financial Strength

 E = Sales / Total Assets
Measure of asset turnover or how well the
company is generating sales from the use of its
assets, another sign of management
effectiveness.

Improving on the Value Strategy – Combine
with Financial Strength
Z-score is interpreted as follows:

 Z-score > 3 = Safe
 1.8 < Z-score < 3 = Medium Risk
 Z-score < 1.8 = Distress

Improving on the Value Strategy – Combine
with Financial Strength


When you look at the Z-score of companies, it is important to not
just look at the latest score but to also look at the trend. For
example, the latest Z-score of Avon products show that it is in the
safe zone but looking at the downward trend would reveal a
worrying picture.

Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks


It is also good to take it one step further. If the Z-score is
improving or deteriorating, why? What are the components that
caused that to happen?
Working capital is essential to the
operations of the company and a
low level of working capital may
result in liquidity problems. Working
capital relative to total assets has
been on a downtrend since 2013.

Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

The more profits are retained within the
firm, the greater the buffer of reserves for
the company to weather difficult times.
The level of retained earnings relative to
assets has been on an uptrend since
1996. Currently, retained earnings are at
71.3% of total assets.

This measures the ability of the
company to generate EBIT (earnings
before interest and taxes) from its
assets. EBIT as a % of assets has been
on a downtrend since 2004. Currently,
EBIT is at 5.2% of total assets.

Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

This is an indication of the level of
borrowings of the firm. A high level of
borrowings will affect survivability as it
may not have enough cash flows to
meet its debt obligations. The level of
borrowings has been on an uptrend
since 2004.

This is the Revenue Turnover ratio and
it reflects the amount of revenue the
company is able to generate from the
use of its assets. Companies that have
difficulty generating revenue cannot
generate consistent cash flow to pay its
bills. The amount of revenue generated
from assets has been on a downtrend
since 1997.
Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Improving on the Value Strategy – Combining
with Quality of Earnings

 Free cash flow to Operating Income
 One shortcoming of the profit figure is that it may
be subjected to accounting manipulation.

 A company can generate high profits and little
cash.

 One indication of the quality of a company’s

earnings is to look at the amount of cash that it
generates relative to its accounting earnings.

Improving on the Value Strategy – Combining
with Quality of Earnings

Source: Reuters

Improving on the Value Strategy – Combining
with Quality of Earnings

 The top two quintiles (i.e. 40% of stocks with

highest Free Cash Flow to Operating Income plus
low Price to Sales) outperformed the market
while the lowest two quintiles (i.e. 40% of stocks
with lowest Free Cash Flow to Operating Income
plus high Price to Sales) underperformed.

Improving on the Value Strategy – Combining
with Quality of Earnings

Source: Quantitative Strategies for Achieving Alpha by Richard Tortoriello

Improving on the Value Strategy – Combining
with Quality of Earnings

Source: Quantitative
Strategies for Achieving Alpha
by Richard Tortoriello

Improving on the Value Strategy – Combining
with Quality of Earnings
• In the table above, we see that companies that generates
high earnings growth also experience high stock price
appreciation.
• Within the category of companies that generate high
earnings growth, the companies that also generate high free
cash flow growth generate higher returns than the
companies that generate low free cash flow growth.
• This proves that the market is giving more weightage to
companies that generate higher free cash flow growth as the
earnings quality is higher.

Improving on the Value Strategy – Combining
with Quality of Earnings
• The Beneish score is a mathematical model that
uses accounting ratios to determine the likelihood of
a company manipulating its earnings.
• A score of less than -2.22 suggests that the
company is not a profit manipulator and a score
above -2.22 suggests that the company might be
manipulating its profits.
• Investors should study more carefully the
financials of a company if it has an unfavourable
Beneish score.

Improving on the Value Strategy – Combining
with Quality of Earnings

Improving on the Value Strategy – Combining
with Quality of Earnings

Beneish M-Score
of Tesla

Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Below are the accounting ratios used
to calculate the Beneish M-Score.

Improving on the Value Strategy –
Learning from the Gurus
 “We look for a catalyst to bring out the value. It could
be a management change, secular event…If you don’t
have a catalyst, things will just sit around.”

 Laura Sloate from Sloate, Weisman, Murray &
Company

Improving on the Value Strategy –
Learning from the Gurus
 “My approach is that I usually like to find things that
are cheap, where there's a positive change taking
place, then I do my research and make my
investment.”

 Jim Rogers, Co-founder of Quantum Fund with George
Soros





Improving on the Value Strategy –
Combine with Price Momentum
Sometimes value stocks remain cheap because the
fundamentals are poor e.g. poor business model, intense
competition, sunset industry, low operating efficiency, etc.
When the fundamentals start to improve, the
demand/supply situation for the stock also changes i.e.
more people want to buy and less people want to sell.
Therefore, this strategy calls for buying value stocks that
have rising investor interest (what we call price
momentum).

Improving on the Value Strategy –
Combine with Price Momentum

 Relative Strength is an indication of price momentum.
 It is simply the price change of one stock over a given
period relative to the price change of a stock index. A
stock with rising relative strength means that it is
performing better than the market.

 Relative performance is important because a stock

may be going up simply because the rest of the
market is going up, in which case there is nothing to
be excited about.

Improving on the Value Strategy –
Combine with Price Momentum
The Relative Strength of a
stock may be an indication
that a catalyst or some
fundamental change in the
company is taking place that
may be unlocking value for
the stock.
On the right is an example
of Relative Strength chart
showing that the stock did
not just rise but it
strengthened against the
market. (Important to
differentiate between a
stock that simply rise
together with the market or
one that is actually
performing better than the
market.)

Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks

 Value Strategy may be suitable for you if:

 You love bargains and tend to be a thrifty person.
 You have a long-term focus and are willing to wait
patiently until the rest of the market agrees that
your stocks are undervalued.

 You are confident in holding a contrarian view as
you will typically be buying stocks that are
unpopular.

Stock Analysis
Looking for value stocks



How about buying value stocks through
Exchange Traded Funds (ETF) that are tilted
towards value?

 Value stocks outperform because they are usually
stocks that are smaller, less liquid and not in the
radar screens of large fund managers.

 However, ETFs are funds of a rather large size and

this forces the fund manager to buy stocks with
larger market cap and more liquidity, which negates
some of the benefits of value investing.
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Stock Analysis
Looking for income stocks

 Income investors buy stocks mainly for
income rather than share price appreciation.
 Key factor to consider is Dividend Yield, which



is the dividend per share divided by the share
price.
Income investors buy stocks that have high
Dividend Yield.
Dividend Yield is important because a large
proportion of a stock’s total return comes from
its dividends.

Stock Analysis
Looking for income stocks

Extracted from Credit Suisse Global
Investment Returns Yearbook 2017

Stock Analysis
Looking for income stocks

 That is why high dividend yield stocks have
outperformed low or zero dividend yield
stocks.

Extracted from Credit Suisse Global
Investment Returns Yearbook 2017

Stock Analysis
Looking for income stocks

 Income Strategy works because it a subset of the
Value Strategy.

 High Dividend Yield stocks give “value” to

investors because of the dividend that it gives out.

 Just as a low PE stock is less likely to see a drop in

price, which will cause PE to go even lower, a high
Dividend Yield stock is also less likely to see a
drop in price, which will cause the Yield to go
even higher and be attractive to even more
people seeking dividend income.

Stock Analysis
Looking for income stocks

 Income investors rank stocks in the market by

their dividend yield and buy the ones with the
highest yields.

 They usually buy large, well-known companies
because they tend to have more stable and
reliable earnings.

 Early stage, growth companies usually plough

back their profits into the business and pay out
little dividends, if any.

Stock Analysis
Looking for income stocks

 Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT)
 REITs is a class of investments that trade like a
security on exchanges.

 They are special purpose vehicles set up to
invest directly in real estate.

 They enjoy special tax considerations on

condition that they pass on most of their
income (capital gains and rental income) to
their shareholders.

Stock Analysis
Looking for income stocks

 As a result, REIT holders enjoy high yield and
get direct exposure to real estate.

 There are different categories of REITs that

specializes in different segments of the
property market such as apartments, shopping
malls, industrial properties, hotels, etc. and
there are diversified REITs as well.

 Different REITs also give exposure to different
geographical markets.

Stock Analysis
Looking for income stocks
From this chart you
can see that WP Carey
Inc., a diversified REIT,
is fairly valued based
on Dividend Yield.
Even though dividends
are the main drivers for
REITs, you don’t want
to rely on them solely
to value the REIT as
combining with other
valuation indicators
often give you better
explanatory powers.
Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Stock Analysis
Looking for income stocks
While the Dividend
Yield band shows that
the REIT is fairly
valued, the Price to
Sales Band shows that
it is at the high end of
its valuation.

Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Stock Analysis
Looking for income stocks
The Price to Book
Band also shows that
the REIT is trading on
the high side of its
valuation.

Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Stock Analysis
Looking for income stocks
By combining various
valuation indicators
together and selecting
the best combination,
we are able to explain
the valuation much
better and conclude
that the REIT is
moderately
overvalued.

Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Looking for income stocks

– Learning from the Gurus

 Geraldine Weiss

 Called the Grande Dame of Dividends
 Weiss is the editor of the dividend newsletter called

Investment Quality Trends that focuses on buying
blue-chip stocks whose dividend yields are near the
high of their historical ranges, and selling them
when they drift lower.

Stock Analysis
Looking for income stocks

 According to the Hulbert Financial Digest (the

newsletter that analyzes US investments), since
1986 Weiss’s recommended stocks gained
12.2% beating the index of 10.9%.

 This is excluding dividends so total returns are
much higher.

 Weiss’s picks were 27% less volatile than the
index and her selections was the best
performing on a risk-adjusted basis.

Stock Analysis
Looking for income stocks

 Company should have a consistent and

growing dividend payment track record.

 You should also look at analysts estimates of
dividends for the company for the next few
years.

Stock Analysis
Looking for income stocks

Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Stock Analysis
Looking for income stocks

 Investors need to make sure that not only are
dividends high, they must be sustainable.

 This means that the company must not pay out

more dividends than it earns i.e. dividend payout
ratio (Dividends / Net Income) should not be more
than 100%.

 Dividends must be supported by a company’s

cash flow after capital expenditure has been paid
for (“free cash flows”).

Source: Investment Fables. Data from Value Line.

Stock Analysis
Looking for income stocks

 In terms of risk, income investing is a lower
risk investing style.
 This is because dividends provide a floor to


the share price – i.e. as share price declines,
dividend yield rises, and the stock becomes
attractive to income investors.
Companies that do not pay dividends do not
have a floor to their share price and as a result
their stock price can easily plummet on
negative news.

Stock Analysis
Looking for income stocks

 If high dividend stocks have a “floor price”

and are relative safe, would it be a substitute
for bonds?

 The difference between stocks and bonds is

that there is no obligation for the company to
pay dividends (except REITs) whereas bond
coupon payments are compulsory.

 Furthermore, in an event of a liquidation, bond
holders get priority in payment.

Stock Analysis
Looking for income stocks

 However, a high dividend stock has a benefit

over bonds in that it can appreciate in price
whereas the price of a bond is relatively fixed.

Stock Analysis
Looking for income stocks



Income Strategy may be suitable for you if:

 You are looking for passive income generated by

the high dividend yield e.g. you are a retired person

 You have a low risk profile preferring stocks that
are less volatile

 You do not have get-rich-quick mentality and are

not looking for stocks with high price appreciation
potential (if so you would be looking for growth
stocks that pay little or no dividend)
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Looking for growth stocks

 Growth investors look for companies that have
grown rapidly in the past and are expected to
continue to grow at rapid pace.

 Growth investors are willing to pay high
valuations for growth stocks.

 They believe that valuations will continue to be
high as long as growth is high.

 They seek to sell at the first signs of slowdown
in growth.

Stock Analysis
Looking for growth stocks
This chart shows the
strong revenue
growth of Amazon.
No company can
grow at 30%+ YoY
forever so even this
company is seeing
growth slow down in
recent years.

Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Stock Analysis
Looking for growth stocks

 Growth is typically measured by increase in
Earnings per Share

 Although growth stocks may be found in any
market or sector, typically they are found in
growth markets or sectors.

 That means a company in a high growth

economy or sector is much more likely to grow
rapidly that one that is found in a sunset
industry or slow growth country.

Stock Analysis
Looking for growth stocks

 As developed economies find it hard to grow

at a rapid pace, developed companies (which
reside in developed countries) also tend to
grow at modest rather than rapid pace.

 Therefore, many fast growing companies are
small ones or those that reside in emerging
countries or are in growth sectors.

Stock Analysis
Looking for growth stocks

 Even if there is no upward re-rating of a stock’s
PE, the rapid growth in EPS will cause the
stock price to appreciate.

 The price of the stock will continuously catch
up with earnings.

Price of Stock

Growth Strategy
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Looking for growth stocks

 The only sustainable, long-term driver of a
rising share price is rising earnings.

 Rerating of a stock cannot sustain a stock’s

price appreciation forever. There comes a
point when the stock is no longer cheap and
rerating stops.

 However, there are growth companies that
continue to grow for many years.

Stock Analysis
Looking for growth stocks

 The returns in the next table show that the

stocks that appreciated the most in a given
period are the stocks that registered the
highest earnings growth in the same period.

Stock Analysis
Looking for growth stocks

Source: Quantitative Strategies for
Achieving Alpha by Richard Tortoriello

Stock Analysis
Looking for growth stocks

 Studies have shown that almost all of the most
successful stocks displayed accelerated
earnings growth before their huge price
appreciation.

 Sideways trending or decelerating EPS growth
rates can potentially signal a period of
earnings consolidation or slowdown, which
can lead to flat or lower stock prices.

Stock Analysis
Looking for growth stocks
However, growth
stocks don’t come
cheap.

Source: Investment Fables

Stock Analysis
Looking for growth stocks



Why do high growth companies trade at high PE?
If we assume that EPS grows perpetually at a constant pace,
then we can simplify the equation to this.

Price





=

EPS1 /
(k - g)

Where EPS1 = next year’s Earnings per Share
k = required rate of return (the higher the risk, the higher
the return required by investors)
g = growth rate of the earnings to perpetuity

Stock Analysis
Looking for growth stocks

 If we manipulate the formula,
Price /
EPS1

=

1/
(k - g)

 Price/EPS1 is what we call the

forward PE or the PE based on
year’s earnings

Stock Analysis
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Looking for growth stocks
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Once the growth expectations of a
stock increases, its PE increases not
in a linear fashion but exponentially.
That explains why growth stocks can
trade at very high PE.

Stock Analysis
Looking for growth stocks

 Growth companies with high valuations are

susceptible to stock prices falling sharply if there are
earnings disappointments.

 Negative earnings surprise of 20% may result in much
larger share price fall (because investors are now
prepared to pay smaller PE)

Negative Earnings Surprise of 20%, derating 20%
PE
EPS
Price
18 $
3.00 $
54.00
Decrease
15 $
2.50 $
37.50
-31%

Stock Analysis
Looking for growth stocks
Double Danger –
High Valuation plus
Earnings
Disappointment (see
the red circle) result
in the greatest drop
in share prices

Source: Quantitative Strategies for Achieving
Alpha by Richard Tortoriello

Stock Analysis
Looking for growth stocks

 The disappointment to the market resulted in both
the de-rating of the stock and downward revision
in earnings, which drive down stock prices.

 Had the stock met market expectations, price
appreciation may not happen as the high
expectations are already built into the price.

 The stock will outperform only if it exceeds the
already high expectations, which is tough.

Stock Analysis
Looking for growth stocks

 The six cells

in green at the top right contain
companies with the lowest forward PE ratios (i.e. value
stocks) at the beginning of the year (based on the
average analysts’ earnings estimate for the current
year) that went on to record the highest levels of
earnings growth during the year.

 The low forward PE is an indication that investors did
not have high expectations for the company and the
high actual earnings growth surprised the market.

Stock Analysis
Looking for growth stocks

 It is much easier to enjoy positive surprises when the
expectations of the companies are at a low level.

 Another benefit enjoyed by this group is that if the

earnings disappoint, there is usually no further
derating of the PE as they are already trading at such
low levels.

Stock Analysis
Looking for growth stocks


We have seen that high forward PE stocks build in high
investor expectations of earnings growth and suffer price
drops when their earnings disappoint. Does this happen
very often?



Studies have shown that the earnings growth of companies
with the highest forward PE ratios is not sufficient to justify
their high valuations.



While firms with the highest forward PE are able to deliver
extremely high growth, they also report losses frequently
and have higher volatility of earnings growth.
(Source: The Forward P/E Ratio and Earnings Growth by Wan-Ting Wu)

Stock Analysis
Looking for growth stocks
Growth stocks are more
volatile.
The 3-year beta and
standard deviation for
growth companies are
higher than for the rest
of the market.

Growth
Stocks

(Source: Investment Fables, Data from Value Line)
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 The top left cell in blue represents companies
with the highest forward PE ratios at the
beginning of the year but also registered the
highest earnings growth during the year.

 These stocks did extremely well because they
consist of companies that have long-term
growth stories like:

Stock Analysis
Looking for growth stocks

 Nike
 Western Digital (hard disk)
 Allstate (auto insurance)
 Valero Energy
 Hovnanian Enterprises (housing)
 AK Steel

Stock Analysis
Looking for growth stocks

 Although these companies were expensive,
they delivered high earnings growth and
valuations increased further in many cases.

 This is a strategy of buying excellent

companies that we will examine in a later
chapter.

Stock Analysis
Looking for growth stocks
Initial valuation of top
performers are not cheap, yet
their earnings growth caused
them to perform well.
While there are exceptional
performers that do well despite
high valuations, as a group,
stocks with high valuations will
underperform those with low
valuations.
Source: Finding the next Starbucks by
Michael Moe

Stock Analysis
Looking for growth stocks

 If you rely on earnings estimates in your investment

strategy – e.g. for growth strategy you need to look for
companies that are growing their earnings – you will
want to make sure that the earnings figures you rely on
are as reliable as possible.

 There are several ways to do this.


Make sure there are at least several, if not many analysts that
are providing estimates.



Make sure there is no wide spread in the earnings estimates

Stock Analysis
Looking for growth stocks
Although there are
times when analysts
are totally caught by
surprise, in general,
the more analysts
covering a stock, the
more confidence we
have in the consensus
mean forecast.
On the right, an
example of wellcovered stock like
Apple Inc.
Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Stock Analysis
Looking for growth stocks
When you are buying
a stock due to its high
earnings growth, you
want to be sure this
high growth is intact.
i.e. analysts are not
finding this estimate
unrealistic and
downgrading their
numbers.
On the right, earnings
estimates of Netflix.
Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Stock Analysis
While the previous
chart shows the
downward or upward
trend in earnings
estimates, this chart
breaks it down
further into how
many analysts are
upgrading and
downgrading
estimates.
We should be wary
of stocks where more
analysts are
downgrading
earnings.

Looking for growth stocks

Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Improving on the Growth Strategy –
Mitigating the risk of earnings manipulation

 Growth companies are under tremendous

pressure to maintain high earnings growth.

 This becomes more and more difficult as the
company gets bigger and when industry
competition intensifies.

 Some succumb to pressure and resort to methods
to manipulate earnings in order to continue to
report high earnings growth so as not to
disappoint the market.

Improving on the Growth Strategy –
Mitigating the risk of earnings manipulation

 When earnings go up due to a genuine increase in
sales and reduction in costs, we say that the profit
is of good quality.

 On the other hand, if earnings go up simply

because of manipulation of the company’s
accounts, the earnings reported by the company
is of low quality.

Improving on the Growth Strategy –
Mitigating the risk of earnings manipulation
Format of Profit & Loss Account











Sales/Revenue
Less Cost of Goods Sold
Gross Profit
Less Operating Expenses
Less Non-operating income/expenses
Income Before Tax and extraordinary items
Income After Tax
Less extraordinary items
Income After Tax and extraordinary items

Profit may be
manipulated at any
stage!

Improving on the Growth Strategy –
Mitigating the risk of earnings manipulation

 The Beneish M-Score has been developed for the
purpose of detecting the risk of earnings
manipulation.

 It was developed by Professor Messod Beneish in 1999
and employs eight financial ratios which are readily
available from a company’s financial statements.

 Companies facing financial distress sometimes

manipulate earnings by altering depreciation rates,
delaying when expenses are recognized, registering
sales early or using other creative accounting tricks.

Improving on the Growth Strategy –
Mitigating the risk of earnings manipulation

 These are not necessarily illegal but can be used to


disguise the fact that the company is suffering from a
slowdown in business.
The eight ratios in the Beneish M-Score is designed to
detect companies that are employing these methods.

 M-Score = -4.84 + 0.92 DSRI + 0.528 GMI + 0.404 AQI


+ 0.892 SGI + 0.115 DEPI – 0.172 SGAI + 4.679 TATA –
0.327 LVGI
M-Score greater than -2.22 indicates a high
probability of earnings manipulation.

Improving on the Growth Strategy –
Mitigating the risk of earnings manipulation

Improving on the Growth Strategy –
Mitigating the risk of earnings manipulation



Beneish back-tested the equation against the financial
reports released by companies between 1982 to 1992.



The M-Score correctly identified 76% of those companies
that had manipulated earnings. 17.5% of false-positives
were returned (i.e. the M-Score suspected manipulation
but turned out to be untrue)



Beniesh later determined the effectiveness of the M
Score as a stock picking tool. A short strategy based on
shorting companies with poor M-Score was able to
generate superior returns. (see “The Predictable Cost of
Earnings Manipulation”, 2007).

Stock Analysis
Looking for growth stocks



Growth Strategy may be suitable for you if:

 You have a high risk tolerance – you must be able
to endure the volatility that comes with investing
in stocks with high PE

 You don’t like to be contrarian, buying stocks that
are unpopular with the market
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Looking for both value and growth

 Value Investing
 Growth Investing

Stock Analysis
Looking for both value and growth
How does one decide what’s “attractive”? In
answering this question, most analysts feel
they must choose between two approaches
customarily taught to be in opposition:
“value” and “growth.” Indeed, many
investment professionals see any mixing of
the two terms as a form of intellectual crossdressing...Growth and value investing are
joined at the hip.”

Stock Analysis
Looking for both value and growth

 The disparity between the intrinsic value of
a company and the price of its stock can at
times make a growth company into a value
stock. – Benjamin Graham

Stock Analysis
Looking for both value and growth

 Why two seemingly competing styles can both
lead to stock price increase?

 Price of stock = PE ratio x EPS
 Therefore, stock price can go up due to:
 Re-rating of PE
 Growth of EPS

Stock Analysis
Looking for both value and growth
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Stock Analysis
Looking for both value and growth

 Both value and growth investing style can lead to



stock gains but applying each one without regard
for the other is risky.
Value strategy can lead the investor to buy a stock
simply because it is cheap, even when its
prospects are poor.
Growth strategy can lead the investor to overpay
for growth, often just at the time when the growth
is peaking.

Stock Analysis
Looking for both value and growth
The continuum between value & growth
Investing
in deep
value
companies
regardless
of growth
potential.

Investing
in value
companies
with some
growth
potential.

Investing
in growth
companies
with
reasonable
valuations.

Investing
in high
growth
companies
regardless
of
valuations.

Stock Analysis
Looking for both value and growth

 The best strategies are:



Buy value stocks that have reasonable profit potential OR
Buy growth stocks that are trading at reasonable values

 Not possible for a stock to be truly a value stock and
truly a growth stock at the same time.

 Investor needs to select what is his primary focus.

Stock Analysis
Looking for both value and growth
A. Combining Return on Invested Capital (ROIC) with
Price to Sales
ROIC = Net Profit after Tax divided by Invested capital
(shareholder’s equity plus long-term debt and preferred
shares).

Source: Quantitative Strategies for Achieving
Alpha by Richard Tortoriello

Stock Analysis
Looking for both value and growth

 B. Combining Return on Equity (ROE) with
Price to Book



A strategy of buying low Price to Book ratio
stocks that have high ROE has been able to
outperform the market as seen from the
following chart.

Stock Analysis
Looking for both value and growth

Source: Quantitative Strategies for Achieving Alpha by Richard Tortoriello

Stock Analysis
Looking for both value and growth


Why is high ROE and low Price to Book ratio a
potent combination in selecting stocks that
outperform?



If we value a stock by its book value, then Price
= Price to Book ratio * Book Value

Stock Analysis
Looking for both value and growth


Ideal scenario for stock price to appreciate
would be stocks that have:



Low PBV ratio, which gives the possibility of
rerating, AND



High growth of its book value, which depends
on its ROE

Improving on the Value Strategy – Combine with
Profitability









Mathematically we can show the relationship between PB and ROE.
If we value stocks by their dividends and make the assumption that
the growth of dividends is constant, then the value of a stock can be
reduced to this simple formula:

Po 

DPS1
k g

Po = Theoretical value of the share today
DPS1 = Expected dividend per share next year
k = required rate of return on the stock
g = perpetual growth rate of dividend

 Substituting DPS1 = (EPS1)(Payout ratio)
 Value of share can be written as:
Po 

 Since

( EPS 1 )( Payout _ Ratio )
kg

ROE 

Substituting EPS1,

EPS 1
Book _ Value _ of _ Equity

Po 
Po
BV

( BV )( ROE )( Payout _ Ratio )
k g

 PBV 

( ROE )( Payout _ Ratio )
kg

Improving on the Value Strategy – Combine with
Profitability

 Based on this formula, all other things being

constant, a low ROE stock should have low PBV.

 When a stock has low Price to Book Value ratio as

a result of low ROE, the stock is cheap for the right
reasons.

 However, if the stock has a low Price to Book Value
ratio despite having a high ROE, it may be
indicative that the stock has been mispriced a
rerating may happen.

Improving on the Value Strategy – Combine with
Profitability




Reasons why high ROE stock may have low PBV



PBV will be low if:

If you hold a company’s ROE and Payout Ratio constant in
the formula,






“k” is high - Investors attribute a high required rate of
return (i.e. discounting high risks)
“g” is low - Investors attribute a low growth rate
assumption

A stock may be undervalued (i.e. PB too low for its ROE) if
investors attribute too high a risk and too low a growth
assumption for that stock.

Improving on the Value Strategy – Combine with
Profitability

 You can use the PBV vs. ROE graph to identify stocks
that may be over or undervalued.

Overvalued region

Undervalued region

Improving on the Value Strategy – Combine with
Profitability

 Or you can use stock screens to filter stocks that have


high ROE and low Price to Book ratios.
Since different industries may have its own dynamics
i.e. “k” and “g”, a better way may be to put companies
in similar industry into this graph to give an indication
which company may be overvalued or undervalued.

Improving on the Value Strategy –
Combine with Profitability

 C. Combining Return on Equity (ROE) with low PE
(or high Earnings Yield)

 Joe Greenblatt recommends buying cheap stocks with

a high earnings yield (i.e. low PE) and a high return on
capital (ROE).

 He touts the success of his magic formula in his book

The Little Book that Beats the Market, citing that it does
in fact beat the S&P 500 96% of the time, and has
averaged a 17-year annual return of 30.8%.

Improving on the Value Strategy –
Learning from the Gurus

 Stock screens used by Benjamin Graham show
that he has a combination of:

 Value
 Growth
 Financial Strength

Improving on the Value Strategy –
Learning from the Gurus
V
V
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Improving on the Value Strategy – Combine with
Growth

 The stock screens of Benjamin Graham tells us

that he considers value stocks to be worth buying
if they have some growth potential and reasonably
good financial condition.

 This is logical given the equation.
Po 

( EPS 1 )( Payout _ Ratio )
kg

P o /( EPS 1) 

( Payout _ Ratio )
kg

Improving on the Value Strategy – Combine with
Growth



From the above formula, PE is positively correlated to
expected growth (“g”) and financial health (“k”, which
stands for required rate of return. The higher the risk the
higher the rate of return demanded by investors.)



If a stock has low growth prospects (i.e. low “g”) and poor
financial condition resulting in high risks (i.e. high “k”),
then there is no mismatch and the stock should have a low
PE.



It is only when there is a mismatch between low PE and
growth potential and/or financial condition that there is
probability of the market rerating the stock.

Improving on the Value Strategy –
Learning from the Gurus

 Warren Buffett

 Student of Benjamin Graham, who was

acknowledged to be the father of value investing.

 Chairman of Berkshire Hathaway
 Value of fund increased by 20.3% a year (11.3%
more than 9.3% annual increase in S&P Index).

Improving on the Value Strategy –
Learning from the Gurus

 Stock screens used by Warren Buffett show that
they have a elements of:

 Value
 Financial Strength
 Growth

Improving on the Value Strategy –
Learning from the Gurus
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G

G
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 Value strategy can give outperformance only
up to a certain extent.

 Holding EPS of both market and stock

constant, stock outperforms simply as PE
closes the gap to the market
Value Strategy
Market PriceStock Price Market PE Stock PE Market EPS Stock EPS
Now
$
10.00 $
7.00
10
7 $
1.00 $ 1.00
1-yr later $
10.00 $
8.00
10
8 $
1.00 $ 1.00
2-yrs later $
10.00 $
9.00
10
9 $
1.00 $ 1.00
3-yrs later $
10.00 $
10.00
10
10 $
1.00 $ 1.00
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Stock outperforms market when
stock PE as % of market PE increases
$12.00
$10.00
$8.00
$6.00
$4.00

Market Price

$2.00

Stock Price
Beyond

3-yrs later

2-yrs later

1-yr later

$Now

After a while the
rerating of stock PE
stops when the
stock is no longer a
value stock and
trades at fair
valuation to the
market. At that time,
the stock stops
outperforming the
market.
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 A growth company can also give you several years of
outperformance.

 Holding PE of both market and stock constant, stock
outperforms simply as its EPS grows faster than the
market’s EPS
Market Price
Now
$
10.00
1-yr later $
10.00
2-yrs later $
10.00
3-yrs later $
10.00
Beyond
$
10.00

Stock Price Market PE Stock PE
$
10.00
10
10
$
11.00
10
10
$
12.10
10
10
$
13.31
10
10
$
14.64
10
10

Market EPS
$
1.00
$
1.00
$
1.00
$
1.00
$
1.00

Stock EPS
$ 1.00
$ 1.10
$ 1.21
$ 1.33
$ 1.46
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After a while the
growth stock finds it
harder and harder
to keep up with its
growth. At that time,
the stock stops
outperforming the
market.
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 Long-term growth investing is not about investing
in companies that only show good short-term
profit growth.

 This is because you always need to keep an eye
on the company and sell out before other
investors at first signs of slowdown in earnings
growth.

 Better to look for companies that are able to

deliver good long term sustainable earnings
growth.

Stock Analysis
Looking for quality companies
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Looking for quality companies




Studies have shown that the stock performance of “excellent”
companies is better than that of less-excellent ones.
A test was done from 1983 to 2004 to hold the ten best
companies every year identified by Fortune magazine in the
US. This strategy is also called Fortune Strategy.
The Fortune magazine survey involves 10,000 executives,
directors and analysts who rate the companies in eight areas
– innovation, financial soundness, use of corporate assets,
long-term investment, people management, quality of
management, social responsibility and quality of
product/service.
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Source: A great company can be a great
investment by Jeff Anderson.
Returns for first five years of the strategy (5 x 250
= 1250 trading days)
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 The Fortune stocks outperformed the S&P 500 by a
wide margin.

 It is unlikely that this return was due to higher

risks as they are America’s most admired
companies, which are large and financially sound.

 This strategy worked whether the stocks were

bought on publication date, 5, 10, 15, or 20 trading
days later.
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Another way to define “quality” rather than being the top 10 in
Fortune 500 is based on a book written by Tom Peters and Robert
Waterman in 1982 called In Search of Excellence: Lessons from
America’s Best Run Corporations. They identified 43 companies
that were a blueprint for corporate excellence.
The companies were selected on the basis of out-performance in
six criteria
1. Asset growth
2. Equity growth
3. Return on total capital
4. Return on equity
5. Return on sales
6. Market to book value

Stock Analysis
Looking for quality companies
These are the
companies identified
by Peters as being
excellent companies.
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 Five years after the publication of In Search of

Excellence, Michelle Clayman conducted a study
of the companies identified by Peters.

 She found that in these five years, most of these

excellent companies have reverted to the mean
and experienced lower asset growth rates, return
on capital and return on sales.
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The unexcellent companies did well
without taking on higher risks.
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In the subsequent five
years, excellent
companies are still better
than the unexcellent
companies but the
difference has shrunk.
What made the
unexcellent companies
do better than the
excellent ones is that the
valuation gap has shrunk
significantly as seen by
the two circles.
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 Does this study disprove the Fortune Strategy and
prove that good companies do not make good
investments?

 No. The Fortune Strategy shows that you will

outperform if you continue to hold excellent
companies in your portfolio. (Fortune Strategy
portfolio is rebalanced every year.)
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 The Clayman study showed that excellent companies




find it hard to maintain their excellence for a long
time.
The quality investor needs to have the confidence that
he can separate the true long-term growth stories
from the short-term high flyers.
Only a minority of companies are able to continue to
grow rapidly for many years.
It is more common for companies to grow rapidly for a
few years and then revert back to average rates of
growth.
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Source: Quantitative Strategies for Achieving
Alpha by Richard Tortoriello
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 The previous chart shows the growth rates of S&P 500




companies with the highest and lowest 3-year
compounded earnings growth rates.
The Y0 at the bottom of the graph represents the point
at which the top and bottom portfolios were formed.
The points Y-1, Y-2, Y-3, etc. represents the growth rates
of these same portfolios (formed in Y0) one year, two
years and three years prior.
The points Y+1, Y+2, Y+3, etc. represents the growth
rates of these same portfolios (formed in Y0) one year,
two years and three years after.
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 This graph illustrates the difficulty with growth




strategy investing.
Over time, high earnings growth rates slow and low
earnings growth rate increase.
This may be one reason why value investing is easier
to apply. Value stocks are usually slow growth
companies and over time their growth increases
leading to rerating and stock price appreciation.
The reverse is true for growth stocks that only manage
to sustain growth for few years. After that, they get
derated and earnings downgrades.
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 How does Warren Buffett identify companies that
have good long-term growth potential?

 The ideal business is one that generates very high

returns on capital and can invest that capital back into
the business at equally high rates. (what Warren Buffett
said about Coca-Cola at the 2003 Berkshire Hathaway
meeting)

 In other words, Warren Buffett is looking for high ROE
and high Retention Ratio.
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 The company’s sustainable earnings growth rate is
a way to determine if the company has the
potential to sustain high growth for long periods.

 Sustainable earnings growth
= Return on Equity (ROE) * Retention Ratio

 Why does this ratio measure the sustainable
growth rate of a company?
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 A company cannot keep increasing its borrowings
to grow.

 Therefore, the only sustainable way it can grow is
via its internally generated funds.

 That is why Retention Ratio is part of the formula.
 Whatever is retained and not distributed as
dividends will allow the company to grow its
earnings to grow at the same rate as its Return on
Equity.
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With retention ratio held constant, companies with
high ROE will grow faster than the ones with lower
ROE and their stocks will outperform.

Source: Quantitative Strategies for Achieving
Alpha by Richard Tortoriello
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On the right, chart
showing historical
and forecasted
ROE of Apple Inc.

Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Stock Analysis


Looking for quality companies
ROE can be further dissected into other ratios to allow us to
analyze it better. This is called the Dupont Analysis.



is Net Profit Margin



is Asset Turnover



is Equity Multiple (a measure of Financial Leverage)
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 Net Profit Margin (Net Income/Sales)
 Net Profit Margin measures the amount of money

the company makes after it deducts all expenses.

 Is the profit margin high enough to provide a
buffer?



If margins are too thin, huge profits can easily become
huge losses

 Are the margins of the company predictable or
volatile?
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On the right, chart
showing Net Profit
Margin of Apple Inc.
Uptrend/downtrend
indicates that the
company is more/less
profitable.
The company's Net Profit
Margin has been on an
uptrend since 2001.

Source: ProThinker Stock Report
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Asset Turnover (Sales/Total Assets)
Asset Turnover measures the amount of revenue a company is
generating from its assets.
Is profit growth generated by growing revenue or just growing
margins?






If sales did not grow as fast, profit growth comes from an improvement in
margins due to cost reduction (which is not sustainable)
Martin Zweig, a famous growth investor, looks for profit growth driven by
sales growth and not by cost-cutting measures.

Does the company service a growing market?



A stagnant or shrinking market makes it hard to grow revenue as
you need to steal market share from your competitors.
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On the right, Asset
Turnover chart of Apple
Inc.
Uptrend/downtrend
indicates that the
company is becoming
more/less efficient in the
use of its assets.
The company's Asset
Turnover has been
deteriorating since 2011.

Source: ProThinker Stock Report
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Chart showing
historical and
forecasted revenue
and revenue growth
of Apple Inc.
Is the company’s
revenue still on an
uptrend? Has
revenue growth
slowed down?
Source: ProThinker Stock Report
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Equity Multiple (Total Assets / Owner’s Equity)



Investors like Warren Buffett does not believe that high
leverage is a sign of competitive advantage as companies
in a secure position generate healthy cash from operations.



It is possible to increase ROE by increasing financial
leverage. However, this cannot be done indefinitely as there
is a point when the company’s borrowing becomes too
much.

Equity Multiplier measures the extend of borrowings the
company has vs. its assets. Uptrend/downtrend indicates
that the company is borrowing more/less.
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On the right, chart
showing Equity
Multiplier of Apple Inc.

Companies borrow
more to help them to
leverage their
operations and improve
ROE. On the other
hand, companies may
choose to reduce their
leverage and have lower
ROE.
The company's
Earnings Multipler has
been on an uptrend
since 2012, which
means the company is
borrowing more.

Source: ProThinker Stock Report
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Another way to find quality companies is via their Altman Zscores.
Morgan Stanley ranked a basket of companies by their Zscores and found that companies with low Z-scores
underperformed the market more than two-thirds of the
time. (A detailed explanation of the Z-Score can be found in
the section Looking for value companies.)
They found that companies with a Z-score of less than 1
tend to underperform the market by more than 4% over the
year with a probability of 72%.
Other studies also show that companies with high Z-scores
do better.

Stock Analysis
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Source:
http://seekingalpha.com/article/211216-usingthe-altman-z-screen-performance-to-identifystock-ideas
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 Yet another way to find excellent companies is by
using the Piotroski F-Score.

 Joseph Piotroski is an American professor who
specializes in accounting.

 Wrote an influential paper entitled Value Investing:

The Use of Historical Financial Statement Information
to Separate Winners from Losers.

 In the paper, Piotroski laid out a way to improve on a

low Price to Book strategy by buying firms with strong
fundamentals.
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 The original intent of the study was to find a way to

improve the performance of the value strategy
(defined here as buying low Price to Book ratio stocks)
by investing only in those with good F-scores.

 However, other studies have shown that even without

limiting to low Price to Book ratio stocks, buying
stocks with good F-scores will outperform the market.
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Test conducted for the
period from 2000 to 2015.
1st / 5th quintile represents
stocks that have the
lowest/highest F-scores.
Portfolio is rebalanced
once every year.
As can be seen, low Fscore stocks
underperform while high
F-score stocks
outperform.
Source: Fat Pitch Financials
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 According to Piotroski, winning companies can be
filtered simply by using accounting information
released by the company.

 He tested and found nine accounting indicators which
will help improve the returns. These indicators fall
under the categories:






Profitability
Quality of Earnings
Financial Condition
Operating Efficiency
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Profitability

Positive Return on Asset (ROA)

ROA = Net Income After Tax / Total Assets
It is an indication of how much profit a company is able to make

from the use of its assets.

Improvement in ROA

This measures the trend. It is not good enough for ROA to be

positive but good companies see an improving trend in ROA.
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Quality of Earnings

Cash Flow from Operations (CFO) > Net Income before

Extra-ordinary Items



Not only must a company be generating accounting profits, it
should also be generating cash profits as measured by its
Cash Flow from Operations (CFO).



If CFO is consistently less than Net Income, it may be an
indication the company is artificially boosting its earnings
through creative accounting rather than generating real
profits.
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Financial condition

Positive Cash Flow from Operations (CFO)

Cash is the lifeline of a business. It is no point if a company is

able to generate accounting profits but not cash. For example, it
may be able to sell goods to customers for a profit but not able to
collect payment from customers.

Reduction in the ratio of long-term debt to average total

assets

 The more companies increase their borrowings, the more loan

servicing obligations they have making them vulnerable during a
business downturn.
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Financial condition

Improvement in current ratio

Current ratio is defined as Current Assets / Current Liabilities
It gives an indication of whether a company has sufficient liquid

assets to meet short-term obligations

No raising of external capital

Companies that raise capital may be signalling their inability to

generate sufficient internal funds to service debt obligations
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Operating Efficiency

Improvement in Gross Profit Margin

Companies with deteriorating gross profit margin will find it

increasingly harder to generate enough gross profit to meet
operating expenses and stay profitable.

Improvement in Asset Turnover Ratio

This is defined as Total Sales / Beginning Total Assets
It gives an indication of the ability of the company to generate

sales from its assets.
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For each of the nine indicators that the firm passes, it is

given a score of one. Therefore, the lowest score you can
get is zero and the highest score nine.
On the right, chart
showing Piotroski
Score of Apple Inc.

Source: ProThinker Stock Report
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 William O’Neil
 His book “How to make money in stocks” was the
top-selling investment book of 1988.

 The book analyzed 500 growth stocks over a 30-year
period and concluded that a stock that outperforms
the market has the tendency to continue to do so.
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 “The hard-to-accept great paradox in the stock

market is that what seems too high and risky to the
majority usually goes higher and what seems low and
cheap usually goes lower.”

 William J. O’Neil, How to Make Money in Stocks
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 O’Neil does not believe in investing in cheap stocks
as he believes they are cheap for good reasons.

 After screening for best performing stocks, he looks
at other indicators such as consistent earnings
growth, falling debt-to-equity ratios, high ROE, etc.
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 “The skill in investing is distinguishing between
what’s going up and what’s going down.”

 John Murphy, author of the book Technical Analysis of
the Futures Markets
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 There is some logic to the argument that price

often signals new information even before this
information becomes public.

 For example, if a company’s sales growth starts to
slow down, it may not be immediately known to
the public.

 However, those working closely with the company
e.g. suppliers or distributors may notice the trend
and start selling the stock or telling others to do
so.
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 While the average investor may have no way of

knowing what is happening to the company, the
stock price behavior can give a clue.

 This is in line with the efficient market

hypothesis which says that the market is efficient
in discounting new information, even though not
all this information may be public.

 As the information becomes public, more and
more people follow and a trend develops.
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 An improving trend of stock prices does not only

reveal a possible change in the fundamentals of a
company, it can also reflect a change in
sentiments towards the company, whether or not
actual fundamentals change.

 Sentiments are also important because they move
share prices.
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 “Compaq Computer fell 65% between 1991 and

1993, with its price declining from $9 to $3, before
soaring to $79 in late 1997. Fundamentals varied
little during this time.”

 David Dreman, Contrarian Investment Strategies:
The Next Generation

 If stock prices fluctuate so much when

fundamentals do not change much, it is due to
sentiments.
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 Another reason why momentum investing

and trend-following work is that there are
many technical analysts out there looking for
the same price patterns.

 Therefore, to this extent, technical analysis
may be like a self-fulfilling prophesy.
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 There are several technical indicators that show
price momentum.






Relative Strength
Relative Strength Index
Moving average
52-week Price Range
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 Relative Strength is an indication of price momentum.
 It is simply the price change of one stock over a given
period relative to the price change of a stock index. A
stock with rising relative strength means that it is
performing better than the market.

 Relative performance is important because a stock

may be going up simply because the rest of the
market is going up, in which case there is nothing to
be excited about.
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This chart shows a
stock that went up (as
indicated by the rising
blue line) simply
because the market
went up.
Relative performance
vs. the market (as
indicated by the red
line) is flat.
This is not an
indication that the
stock possesses
momentum in itself.

Source: ProThinker Stock Report
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 Relative Strength
 Tests show that seven months was the optimum period

for the use of Relative Strength indicator to outperform
the market.

 Based on this, stocks that registered the strongest
gains over the last 7-month period are bought.
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Source: Quantitative Strategies for Achieving Alpha by Richard Tortoriello

Improving on the Momentum Strategy –
Combine with Value Strategy

 Combining Price to Free Cash Flow (value

indicator) with 7-month Relative Strength (price
momentum indicator) improves the outperformance
of the standalone Price to Free Cash Flow model or
standalone 7-month Relative Strength model.

 The top quintile consists of top 20% of stocks with
lowest PCF and among these stocks, the top 20%
highest Relative Strength. This quintile
outperformed the market while the lowest two
quintiles underperformed.

Improving on the Momentum Strategy –
Combine with Value Strategy

Source: Quantitative Strategies for Achieving Alpha by Richard Tortoriello
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The Relative Strength Index (not
to be confused with Relative
Strength) is a momentum
indicator that measures the
speed and magnitude of price
changes to detect whether the
stock has reached overbought
or oversold levels.
It can also be used to detect
rising momentum in a stock,
when the Relative Strength
Index turns up.
Source: ProThinker Stock Report
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 Moving Average
 Another popular method to spot price momentum
and trend

 “the trend is your friend…until it hits a bend”
 You want to be able to determine the direction of
the trend so that you can follow them.
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 How to calculate moving averages?
 Below is an example of how 3-month moving
averages are calculated
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 The 200-day moving average is a popular one to spot
major trends.

 If the price stays above the 200-day moving average
line, it is a sign that the stock is trending upwards.

 The 50-day moving average line is used as a
confirmation.

 If the price stays above the 200-day moving average

and at the same time its 50-day moving average stays
above the 200-day moving average, it is a clearer sign
that the stock is trending upwards.
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Moving averages is another
method used to detect
momentum and trend.
When the 50-day crosses
the 200-day moving
average from the
downside/upside, it is a
sign of the start of a
rising/falling trend.

Source: ProThinker Stock Report
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The Moving Average
Convergence/Divergence
(MACD) is a momentum
indicator that shows the
difference between two
moving averages of stock
prices, a longer one for
26 periods and a shorter
one for 12 periods.
This "difference" is then
smoothened out to trigger
buy and sell signals as
indicated by the
histograms. If the
histogram turns positive,
it is a bullish signal and if
it turns negative it is a
bearish indicator.

Source: ProThinker Stock Report
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 52-week price range
 This strategy measures the proximity of a stock to

its 52-week high or 52-week low. Stocks near their
52-week highs are bought.

 Formula used is: (Current Price – 52-week low) /
(52-week high – 52-week low)

 The higher the percentage, the closer the current
price is to its 52-week high.

Track record of Price Momentum Strategy

The stocks that are trading
near their 52-week highs
do better than those that
are trading near their 52week lows.

Source: Quantitative Strategies for Achieving Alpha by Richard Tortoriello
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Source: ProThinker Stock Report
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 The Momentum Strategy can also be used to

analyze sectors to see which are the ones in favor.

 If there are many stocks in that sector with positive
price momentum, it means investors are positive
about the whole sector.

 It gives you confidence that not only are investors
positive about the stock, they are also positive
about the sector.

 Much of a stock’s movement follows the sector so
this means less likely to go wrong.
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Instead of just looking for
stocks that show price
increases, you also want
those stocks to have higher
trading volumes compared
to the its historical average
as this may be an indication
that the stock is gaining
interests from investors.

Source: ProThinker Stock Report
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 Momentum Strategy may be suitable for you
if:

 You are an aggressive investor with a high
tolerance for risk.

 You have time to monitor your positions regularly

as you may have to rebalance your portfolio more
frequently than the other strategies.

 You are disciplined enough to use stop losses if
the upward trend reverses.
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 The rewards from momentum investing can be high
but risks are also high.

 Momentum investing does not work in volatile periods
and when the market turns from bull to bear too
frequently.

 Momentum stocks are expensive on almost all metrics
– PE, PBV, P/Sales (see next chart)

 This is because they are stocks that investors have
chased up their prices.

Source: Investment Fables by Damodaran
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Momentum
Stocks

Momentum stocks are
also riskier when
measured against
other risk metrics
such as beta and
price volatility
(standard deviation)

Source: Investment Fables
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 This style focuses on the most popular stocks in the
market and these are usually trading at high
valuations.

 Therefore, while these stocks can rise rapidly, they can
also fall rapidly with negative news.

 Be careful not to invest in stocks where the upward

momentum is based on rumors (e.g. merger or
takeover, or a new product release). If the expected
event fails to materialize, the share price could
plummet.
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 Furthermore, if the stock price has already run its

course, most of the good news may already have been
priced into the stock price so that when the
announcement occurs, there may be minimal price
movement.

 Investors that own the stock may also use the news
announcement as an opportunity to take profit.
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Reaction of
stock price to
news of
acquisition

Source: Investment Fables by Damodaran
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Analysts give a recommendation on the stock – Strong
Buy/Buy/Hold/Moderate Sell/Sell
Stocks that have favorable recommendations by analysts do
better than those that have unfavorable recommendations.

Source: Ahead of the market by Mitch Zacks
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 Based on the recommendations, it is possible to

derive a composite score. The table below gives
an example on how we calculate this composite
score.

Recommendation
Score
Strong Buy
Buy
Hold
Moderate Sell/Underperform
Sell
Total
Consensus Recommendation Score

1
2
3
4
5

No. of analysts with this recommendation

4
3
11
3
2
23
=65/23

Score * No. of analysts

4
6
33
12
10
65
2.8
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• The smaller the number the better. The best score a
company can get is 1 and the worst score 5.
• While we want to know which stocks have favorable
recommendations and which have unfavorable
recommendations, we cannot use the middle number
“3” to determine i.e. we can’t say below 3 is favorable
and above 3 is unfavorable.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love

 This is because it is a known fact that analysts’
recommendations are biased towards the
favorable. Analysts are reluctant to issue sell
recommendations because:

 They are afraid that they will get the disapproval of



the management of the stocks they cover.
They are afraid of disapproval from fund managers
who own the stock.
The company does not want to risk not being able
to do investment banking business with the listed
companies.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love

Source: Harvard Business School

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love
Analysts’ reluctance to
issue Sell
recommendations is
evidenced by the fact
that there are much
less Sell
recommendations
compared to Buy
recommendations.
Source: Ahead of the market by Mitch Zacks

Stock Analysis



Looking for stocks that analysts love
Therefore, while we want to know whether analysts’
recommendations are favorable or unfavorable, we cannot
simply rely on the latest recommendation consensus score
as we do not know the “cutoff number” from which to judge
whether it is favorable or unfavorable due to the positive
skew towards favorable recommendations.
To overcome this problem, we need to use the analysts’
recommendation data differently.




Rather than look at analyst recommendations at a point in time,
we look at the trend of this score.
Rather than simplistically concluding that anything below 3 is
good and anything above that bad, we need to know the
distribution of analysts’ recommendation score for all the stocks
in the market to determine the true “cutoff number” and where
this stock stands in the distribution, whether it is located in the
favorable or unfavorable portion.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love
• It is also not the
static score alone
that determines
whether a stock
outperforms or
underperforms.
• Tests have also
shown that stocks
with analyst
recommendation
upgrades
outperform.
Therefore, it is
important to look at
the trend.

Source: What works on Wall Street by James
O’Shaughnessy

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love
Analyst Estimates
 Besides providing recommendations on the
stocks, analysts also provide estimates of the
future earnings, sales, dividends, cash flow and
book value of a company up to three years ahead.
 It is important to know what these estimates are
because the performance of the stocks is
dependent on them.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love


Stocks that have
been forecasted
to make a loss
perform poorer
compared to
those that are
expected to make
a profit.

Source: Ahead of the market by Mitch Zacks

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love

 Therefore, in general we should not buy a

stock that is forecasted a loss unless
profitability is expected within a two-year time
frame and valuation based on that is attractive.

 Not only are earnings estimates a driver of

stock prices, estimates of sales, cash flow,
book value, dividends, etc. are also important.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love
A look at this chart for
Apple Inc. confirms that
the price of a stock
moves in line with the
company’s earnings.
Therefore, it is
important to know what
earnings analysts are
forecasting for the next
two years.

Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love
A look at this chart for
Apple Inc. confirms that
the price of a stock
moves in line with the
company’s sales.
Therefore, it is important
to know what sales
analysts are forecasting
for the next two years.
(Note: We adjust the Price
to Sales ratio downwards
if the company’s sales
growth slows down in the
future.)
Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love
For stocks that are
purchased for their
dividends (e.g. chart on
the right for RIET WP
Carey), the price of a
stock moves in line with
the company’s
dividends.
Therefore, it is
important to know what
analysts are forecasting
for dividends for the
next two years.

Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love
Revision of Analysts’ Estimates

 Analysts revise their estimates of sales, earnings,

etc. when new information becomes available, or
when quarterly results are announced by the
company.

 These revisions also have an impact on share
price.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love
This chart shows
that stocks that
receive upward
revision in
earnings estimate
outperform the
market.

Source: Ahead of the market by Mitch Zacks

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love

 The market is efficient in discounting current

expectations of the stock’s future earnings, etc.

 Therefore, current expectations are already

discounted by the price. In order for the stock
price to change, it has to be in response to a
change in these estimates.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love
The chart shows the
change of Apple Inc.’s
stock price in response
with changes in
analysts’ earnings
estimates.
We find it helpful to
track the 12-month
forward earnings,
which is a prorating of
one and two year
forecasting depending
on current point in
time.
E.g. If we are in Sep
2017, we would give 3month weighting to
FYE Dec 2017’s
earnings estimates and
9-month weighting to
Dec 2018’s earnings
estimates.

Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love
Share price follows
analysts’ revision of
dividends especially for
stocks which are bought
mainly for their
dividends such as Real
Estate Investment
Trusts.
On the right, chart
showing dividend
estimates for WP Carey
REIT.
Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love

 Changes in stock price in response to changes in




earnings estimates move in a trend and do not
happen all at once.
This is because analysts revise their earnings
slowly and incrementally for fear of getting it
wrong.
An analyst does not want to have an estimate out
of the current range of estimates for fear of being
the only one getting it wrong.
Also when one analyst sees other analysts revising
earnings in one direction, there will be strong
pressure to follow.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love

 The next two charts show that earnings estimates tend
to move in a trend.

 When analysts revise earnings upwards, they tend to
do so in following months and likewise when they
revise earnings downwards.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love

 For stocks that analysts have raised their earnings

estimates, there is a tendency to keep it the same or
raise it further. Much fewer analysts will reverse the
direction.

Source: Ahead of the market by Mitch Zacks

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love

Source: Ahead of the market by Mitch Zacks

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love

 Since analysts’ estimates move incrementally in a



trend, it is important to have a long enough history
in order to visually detect the trend.
It is also useful to not just see whether analysts
estimates are being upgraded or downgraded but
to also see how many analysts are upgrading,
downgrading and keeping constant their
estimates.
If the majority of analysts are upgrading /
downgrading their estimates, it may reveal that
these estimates are going to trend up / down in
the coming months.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love
This chart shows the
earnings downgrades
for Valeant
Pharmaceuticals which
dragged down its share
price.
Next chart shows the %
of analysts upgrading
less downgrading
earnings, which
stabilized after one
year.
Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love
The purple line is a
composite number
which allows you to
track the % of analysts
upgrading less the % of
analysts downgrading
their numbers.
In the case of Valeant
Pharmaceuticals, we
can see that
downgrades started in
mid 2015 and stabilized
after 1.5 years.
Source: ProThinker Stock Report
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Looking for stocks that analysts love
Analysts give their estimates for up to 3 years ahead (i.e. EPSYr1,
EPSYr2, EPSY3).
Depending on where you are at the moment, EPSYr1 or EPSYr2
would be more important. For example, if a company’s financial
year end is Dec 2016 and we are now in January 2017, EPSYr1
would still be 2016 because results have not been released by
the company yet. However, 2016 is already history and investors
should be focusing more on 2017.
We find it convenient to track just one number, the 12-month
forward estimate. So if we are in June 2017, we should be tracking
a 12-month forward estimate that comprises half of financial year
2017 and half of 2018.
As you can see from the previous charts, the movement of these
12-month forward estimates correlate closely with the stock
price.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love

 Besides giving a recommendation (i.e.



whether to buy, hold, sell) and estimates of
earnings, sales, etc., analysts also give target
prices to stocks. These are prices that analysts
believe would reflect the fair value of the stock
in 12 months time.
It is a composite forecast that takes into
account the fundamental value (e.g. Earnings
per share) and the expected valuation metric
(e.g. Price Earnings ratio).

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love

 For instance, if an analyst estimates a stock’s

EPS to be $1.00 in 12 months time and PE to be
20x, he would give a 12-month target price of
$20 for the stock.

 When we talk about the consensus price target
for the stock, we are referring to the median
value of what all analysts covering the stock
attribute as the price target for the stock.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love

 In general, analysts price targets give a good
gauge as to the price the stock should be
trading at. However, it should not be taken as
the “correct” price for the stock.

 This is because a stock frequently trades at a

premium or discount to analysts target prices
depending on investor sentiment surrounding
the stock.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love

 Furthermore, since analysts are affected by

herd instincts and tend to look at what other
analysts are doing, this could mean that they
are all right or wrong at the same time.

 We also noted that analysts are reluctant to

give sell recommendations. It is therefore true
that they are unwilling to give price targets
that are way below the current stock price.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love

 This means that we should use analysts target prices
only if we add the following additional steps:





Determine the average discount or premium of analysts target
prices to actual stock prices. For example, if stock prices on
average trade at 20% discount to analysts target prices, we
should not jump in to buy the stock even if it is trading at 10%
discount.
Do your own analysis to determine the fair valuation for the
stock and apply this to analyst estimates to have your second
opinion as to what the target price should be.
For example, if analyst target prices are based on PE of 25x,
you may think that this is not justified and you should attribute
a PE of 20x instead.
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Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that insiders trade

 Insider Trading is the buying or selling of a

security by someone who has access to material,
non-public information about the security.

 Trading by insiders on material information can

be illegal or legal depending on when the insider
makes the trade: it is illegal if trading is done
when the material information is still non-public.

 Trading while having special knowledge is unfair
to other investors who don't have access to such
knowledge.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that insiders trade

 The following are examples of illegal insider
trading:





The CEO of a company sells a stock after discovering
that the company will be losing a big government
contract next month.
The CEO's son sells the company stock after hearing
from his dad that the company will be losing the big
government contract.
A government official realizes that the company will lose
a big government contract, so the official sells the stock.

 It is not illegal if they trade after the information
has become public.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that insiders trade

 Even though it is legal for insiders to trade (if

they don’t act on material, non-public
information), they are still obligated to report
their trades within 2 days.

 This kind of information is extremely valuable to
individual investors. For example, if insiders are
buying shares in their own companies, they
usually do so because they see great potential,
or simply because they think their stock is
undervalued.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that insiders trade

 Peter Lynch, was noted as saying that "insiders

might sell their shares for any number of reasons,
but they buy them for only one: they think the
price will rise."

 Insiders are prevented from buying and selling

their company stock within a six-month period:
therefore, insiders buy stock when they feel the
company will perform well over the medium to
long-term.
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Looking for stocks that insiders trade

 Nejat Seyhun, a renowned professor and

researcher in the field of insider trading at the
University of Michigan found that when executives
bought shares in their own companies, the stock
tended to outperform the total market over the
next 12 months.

 Conversely when they sold shares, the stock
underperformed the market.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that insiders trade

Source: Investment Intelligence from Insider Trading by Nejat Seyhun

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that insiders trade
There is enough time to imitate insider trades.

Source: Investment Intelligence from
Insider Trading by Nejat Seyhun

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that insiders trade
Insider trades from company personnel more
important than large shareholders.

Source: Investment Intelligence from
Insider Trading by Nejat Seyhun

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that insiders trade
The smaller the
firm size, the
greater the
opportunities to
profit from
following insider
trades (small
stocks are less well
followed by
investors, less
efficient market).

Source: Investment Intelligence from
Insider Trading by Nejat Seyhun

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that insiders trade

 Consensus refers to the degree of agreement
among different insiders.

 As more insiders buy or sell shares at the same

time, the greater the likelihood that they are
motivated by information rather than liquidity or
personal reasons.

 For example, 5000 shares bought by five

separate insiders in a firm could signal more
valuable information than 25,000 shares
purchased by a single insider.
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Looking for stocks that insiders trade

 Consensus is calculated by the net number of
transactions in a given direction in the same
month.

 If four insiders sell stock and one purchases stock
in that month, consensus value is -3.

 It can be seen that the more consensus of buying
action there is, the greater is the subsequent 12month return.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that insiders trade
Selling by insiders
could be for
various reasons so
the higher the
consensus the
stronger the signal.
Positive returns
from selling by
insiders refer to
those achieved
from short selling.
Buying by insiders
generate good
returns whether it
is 1, 2 or 3 or
more.

Source: Investment Intelligence from
Insider Trading by Nejat Seyhun
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 Where to find information on Insider Trading?

 Go to Holders/Insider Transactions in Yahoo Finance

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that insiders trade

 Another category of “insiders” that may signal

positive prospects when they buy is actually the
company itself.

 When the company buys back its own shares, it is
a signal that they think the shares are
undervalued and/or the prospects of the
company will improve.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that insiders trade

http://www.macrumors.com/2014/04/23/tim-cookapple-shares-undervalued-confidence/

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that insiders trade

 Besides acting as a positive signal, share buy

backs also boost the Earnings per Share of the
company.
A company’s EPS is derived by:

Net _ Pr ofit _ After _ Tax
EPS 
No _ of _ shares _ outs tan ding

 Based on this formula, you can increase EPS

either by growing profits or reducing the number
of outstanding shares.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that insiders trade







The opinion is mixed about whether share repurchase is a
positive thing for investors.
Some see this as a sign that companies see few good
opportunities such as increasing production capacity,
acquiring other companies, etc.
Some say company should use the cash to pay dividends
instead and let investors decide how to use the money.
Some say buying back shares is an indication the company
is positive about prospects or think its shares are
undervalue.
Nonetheless, according to the next chart, companies that
buy back their own shares have better share price
performance.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that insiders trade

Source: Quantitative Strategies for Achieving Alpha by Richard Tortoriello

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that insiders trade

 Why is it important to look at share buyback? Because



it is similar to dividend payout in that both have to do
with returning cash to shareholders and both have
positive share price implications.
If a company is paying a 2.5% dividend yield and has
a share buyback yield of 2.5%, the total amount
returned to investors – what we call shareholders yield
– is 5%.
Based on the next chart that shows S&P 500 Dividends
and Buybacks, the magnitude of share buybacks is
almost that of dividend payouts.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that insiders trade

Source: Morningstar.com

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that insiders trade

Source: S&P 500, Morningstar.com

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that analysts love
Chart showing Total
Shareholder Yield
(Dividend Yield +
Buyback Yield) of
Apple Inc.
Buyback Yield has
been much higher
than Dividend Yield
in the last few
years.

Source: ProThinker Stock Report
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Looking for stocks that experts trade

 Besides the “insiders” who have privy knowledge to a
company’s information, another group that represents
“smart money” are famous investors or “gurus”.

 One of the strategies employed by investors today is
to follow the trades of the experts i.e. buy what they
buy, sell what they sell.

 We don’t think this is a good idea. ProThinker was

formed to level the playing field by giving retail
investors information that only the pros have and
teaching people how to invest like the pros and not
just follow them blindly.

Piggybacking on
trades by experts is
not a good idea.
A much better idea is
to learn the principles
behind their success
and make them your
own.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that experts trade
Why simply following the trades of experts is not a good idea?



Information about expert trades is not current enough to be
useful.





Large institutional investors have a dateline of 45 days at the end
of each quarter to report their holdings. This means that you only
learn about their trades 45 to 135 days after they have done the
trades.
Prices may have moved during this time. New developments may
have taken place affecting the stock, sector or market. Therefore,
what was a compelling buy at the time the experts trade may no
longer be so now.
The disclosed information doesn’t tell you whether since the end
of the quarter has the shares been subsequently sold off.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that experts trade

 The experts wouldn’t have bought the same shares if
they were in your position.




The bigger the fund they manage, the more constraints they
have in only choosing large companies that have enough
liquidity for them to make big purchases.
Buffett made this statement in a Businessweek interview in
1999: “If I was running $1 million today, or $10 million for that
matter, I’d be fully invested. Anyone who says that size does
not hurt investment performance is selling. The highest rates
of return I’ve ever achieved were in the 1950s. I killed the
Dow. You ought to see the numbers. But I was investing
peanuts then. It’s a huge structural advantage not to have a lot
of money. I think I could make you 50% a year on $1 million.
No, I know I could. I guarantee that.”

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that experts trade

 The experts may be reducing holdings in a stock due
to fund redemptions and not because they dislike the
stock.

 Buying and selling of stocks could also be due to fund
managers “window dressing” their portfolio. This
means buying good-performing stocks (so that
investors are happy to see them in the portfolio) and
selling poor-performing stocks (to cover mistakes
even though it may be the worst time to sell these
poorly-performing stocks).

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that experts trade

Source: Business Insider

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that experts trade
You should learn to invest like a Pro and not piggyback
on their trades blindly. Learn to apply the investment
wisdom of these investment gurus in your own stock
analysis.

 Benjamin Graham – Buys value stocks in financially
sound companies

 Warren Buffett – Buys quality companies at a
reasonable price

 Peter Lunch – Buys growth companies at a reasonable
price

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that experts trade

 Joe Greenblatt– Buys stocks with low PE ratio and high
Return on Equity

 Ken Fisher– Analyzes available information differently
and interpret them more correctly to get an edge

 Joseph Piotroski– Buys quality companies as indicated
by their Piotroski F scores

 Edward Altman – Buys financial sound companies as
indicated by their Altman Z scores

 Geraldine Weiss – Buys stocks with high dividend
yields that are sustainable

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that experts trade

 William O’Neil – Buys stocks that have good price
momentum

 Martin Zweig – Invests in companies that show good
profit as well as sales growth

 Jim Rogers – Finds cheap buys that have a positive
change

 Carl Icahn – Invests in companies that are out of favor

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that experts trade






David Einhorn – Invests based on a stock’s intrinsic value in
order to achieve absolute returns despite of market
conditions
Chuck Royce – Invests in small market cap stocks that are
undervalued
Leon Cooperman – Uses macro analysis and fundamental
valuation to predict market direction
Ronald Muhlemkamp – Believes that interest rates affect the
fair PE ratio for the company. Keeps an eye on economic
cycle as it affects the business cycle.
Mark Mobius – Invests in emerging markets because of
their higher economic growth

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that experts trade
Conclusion

 Trades reported by investment gurus are not current,

may not be the best ideas for a retail investor, and may
not reflect their investment views.

 Better to learn valuable principles from them, pick

stocks that are fresh and suitable for you and combine
the collective wisdom of the gurus to pick the best
stocks.
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Learning from the gurus

Stock Analysis
Learning from the gurus
“The consensus thinking is generally wrong. If you go with a trend, the
momentum always falls apart on you. So I buy companies that are not
glamorous and out of favor. It is even better if the whole industry is out of
favor.”
Carl Icahn, billionaire investor and special adviser to President Donald
Trump

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that people neglect
– Buying small caps

 Small cap stocks have been proven to do
better than the market.

Extracted from Credit Suisse Global
Investment Returns Yearbook 2017

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that people
neglect – Buying small caps

 Small cap stocks outperform the large caps for a
number of possible reasons.




Small companies are not invested by institutional investors
who manage large funds. As a result, they are not well
followed by analysts so the market for small cap is less
efficient (i.e. not all the news is in the price)
Small caps are less liquid so even some increase in interest
will have large impact in share prices

Large price reaction
proves that not all the
news is in the price
for small, less
followed firms.

Source: Investment Fables by Damodaran

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that people
neglect – Buying small caps

 Small stocks have less demand from institutional

investors so prices have not been bid up by their
purchases

 Small companies are able to grow faster than large
mature companies

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that people neglect
– Buying small caps
The top performing
companies tend to be
the small ones that
are not covered by
analysts.

Source: Finding the next Starbucks
by Michael Moe

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that people
neglect – Buying small caps

 How do you know whether the stock you are

eyeing is a small or large cap? It is all relative. A
company’s market cap may qualify it for a large
cap in a small stock market but it may only be
regarded as a small cap in a large stock market.

 Therefore, the key to determining whether it is
small or large cap is by comparing it to the
average stock in the same market.
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Looking for stocks that people neglect
– Buying analyst-neglected stocks

 Only a small proportion of stocks are well
followed by analysts.

 Studies have shown that neglected stocks
outperform highly-followed stocks.
Analyst-Neglect Category

No. of analysts following
stock

Highly followed

4 or more

Moderately followed

2 to 3

Neglected

0 to 1
Source: Arbel and Strebel, Pay attention
to neglected firms.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that people neglect
– Buying analyst-neglected stocks

Source: Arbel and Strebel, Pay
attention to neglected firms.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that people neglect
– Buying analyst-neglected stocks

 One reason proposed for higher returns for analystneglected stocks is that higher returns are to
compensate the investor for higher risks.

 The lack of information leads to an increase in the risk
of accurately assessing the company.

 Another risk is liquidity risk as analyst-neglected stocks
are often thinly traded.

 Low liquidity also means high impact costs (price goes
up as you accumulate the stock) that may eat away
returns.

Source: The Liquidity Style: Finding Bargains by
Seeking Less Popular Stocks by Roger Ibbotson
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Looking for stocks that people neglect
– Buying analyst-neglected stocks
This chart is an
example of a stock
that is covered by
only one analyst. The
market for this stock
is not efficient due to
the low coverage but
opportunities for
profit are higher if
you get it right.

Source: ProThinker Stock Report

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that people neglect
– Buying analyst-neglected stocks

 Studies have shown that stocks with widely

differing analyst earnings estimates do better
than those with uniform earnings estimates.

 The wide spread in earnings imply higher

risks as the analysts are not sure where the
earnings of the company will be.

Source: Avner Arbel, Generic Stocks: An old product in a new package.

Stock Analysis
Looking for stocks that people neglect
– Buying analyst-neglected stocks
Show chart on high low
estimates spread for 12month forward
estimates.

Source: ProThinker Stock Report
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Stock Analysis
Choosing an investment style

 There are several factors that determine your
investment style.
 Your conviction as to which style works.
 Your investment risk profile. Do not pick a




style simply because of high returns; you may
not be able to take the volatility.
The stage of your life cycle.
Your investment horizon.
Your view of the market.

Stock Analysis
Choosing an investment style

 Which is a better weapon?
A good weapon if
you have a bunch of
enemies a distance
away.

OR

Would you use the
grenade if
someone attacks
you in the elevator
or would you rather
have a knife?
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 Just as the choice of a weapon is determined by the

physical distance from your enemy, the choice of your
investment style is determined by your investment
“distance” or horizon.

 Up to twelve months, price momentum plays a part.

Stocks that do well continue to do well and vice versa.

 If you have an investment horizon of one to three years,
you need to focus on fundamentals such as valuation
and earnings.
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 If your investment horizon that is longer than three

years, you should do “top-down” analysis to make sure
you are choosing stocks in high growth markets and
high growth sectors.

 You also need to look for stocks with competitive

advantage in these high growth markets and sectors.
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 Your investment style also depends on the stage of
life cycle you are in.
 If you just started work, you have little savings and



would like to grow your money aggressively over
many years.
Since you have many years of productive life, you
are able to take more risks on your portfolio and
can tolerate higher volatility.
Therefore, growth strategy may be suitable for
you.
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 If you are a person who is retired or going to retire




soon, you have few or no income generating years
left.
Therefore, you would want to protect whatever you
have. Stocks of lower volatility would be more
suitable.
You may also need to generate predictable
income from the dividends in your portfolio.
The income or value strategy (less downside risk)
may be suitable for you.
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 Before you invest in a stock, be sure to check


out the standalone volatility (i.e. standard
deviation) as well as the stock’s volatility vs.
the market (i.e. beta)
Beta is already a relative measure. It tells you
the magnitude of the stock’s rise and fall when
the market rises or falls. So a stock with a beta
of 1.1 would tend to go up by 11% when the
market goes up by 10% and go down by 11%
when the market goes down by 10%.
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 Not only do you want to see whether the

stock’s volatility is below or above average,
you want to see the trend over time.

 Is this stock’s volatility increasing or reducing?

If it is increasing, it may mean the stock’s
fundamentals are becoming less predictable
with lots of earnings surprises and it may not
be a suitable stock for you if your risk profile is
low.
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Chart showing
how the stock’s
price volatility (as
indicated by the
red bars) have
changed over
time.

Source: ProThinker Style Report
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 No investment style outperforms every single
year.

 For example, there are periods when growth

style is better and periods when value style is
better.
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 There may also be periods of irrationality that
will cause even the best investment styles to
perform poorly. However, this should not
trouble the investor if he is seeking to
outperform in the long term.

 For example, Warren Buffett did badly during
the dotcom bubble but the fact that unworthy
stocks are going up in prices did not cause
him to lose focus.
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http://www.fool.com/investing/general/2014/03/30/what-you-can-learn-from-warren-buffettabout-inter.aspx
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